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Feeding Cattle,
hear inlineroit> complaint"
among
nr Eastern cattle feeder" as to the small
orotit obtained from their grass-fed cattle
l in- cause, ot this i" no doubt t<> be found
hi the competition of their Western brethv, ho, with
cheaper lands, can under
;
:ni,i "thl retain a fair
proiii. We
*o 1\ lor heavier
prolits than are expected |
the
ny
English eattle-icedrr. ^\ 1 iet is sat4sit he obtains the same
jicd
price per lb. aA Prairie Farm in Vermont.
iic
gi\cs, baling hi> profit solely on
the inctvased ’weight, which lie is aide to
■i’ll.' I’a iimpsic Farmers’ Club reeenilv
'I he present high visited the larm ot
put on the animal.
Joseph 1 low. St. Johnsprice ot bed m England does not much Iiurv. Vt., and the Secretary, Mr. J. Law
acreage tie
of
for
tin
the
feeder.
mice,
profit"
gives th.
description
animals irs him a pr<-portionate merea-e the larm. in the \ following
ermont Farmer
"•
"Id priceEven with the pre>onf low
e
\\
judge tiiat lie farm in the <unitt it
n obiain a little mure
in tin- State, conies nearevto a
prices our firm*!prairie farm
ilum
and
i"
it
an
per pound
than thi~.
they gave,
It contains nearlv -loo acres:
w hir h ea*h one must decide
C>-* acre-1.1' beautiful meadow on the I’a
‘pen »jiie"ti*'ii
ten, -ll. whether the
margin will pay 'tinipsh river through which the railroad
i-'V the pa tore, grain and trouble
rum : said meadow
i- entirel'. tree from
in r-a-tinv up the balance sheet, it must
stones and i' good grass land
I pon a
S
all bt- charged t-* the beef account, blurt about Zii feet above the
meadow
out that a portion sjmtiid lie credited to
stand the w ell built and convenient build’n
iucrea-ei.! \ alia4 of the manure-]die
ings
upon the north end of a plain of do
lll!" xx ,11 moiv than
pay lor the trouble acres of a- level land as can lie found in
and labor of
but
much
of
itthe West, without stones or
boding:
stumps Tin
pn iit T" the farm depends on the sub-.
soil is clay loam with clay subsoil.
This
•
111
i.uv
"l
th*
manure.
jtu■
The rjuestion land is well adapted to wheat or anv
crop
i
r'oft
'titof dairying and grow n in Vermont.
pr
We saw six acres of
t. t !e-leednm
ii \i Hot allii will liet >0011
good corn, the rows Z! rods in length,
im < 1 >■ 1 ei■ niiiie«1
-n
each one will have to which was just
ready to cut up. This six
d' pen*I on In." r»w n
judgment, and before acres of corn was dropped and covered bv
■idopting I'Sther. < o:nt expenses a< well a- I low himself in six hours with 1 loss's
IV*
eiptplanter, and the hoeing was done witli a
>
‘I !'•
lllli'W :l'l .UlillKll I-> l!os. hoe.
He intends lierealfrft to plant
;< >>■< 1 1>< lit \
ml! "!l in ili-sh bet"! ,■
going into 1 lie barn row tile entire length of the meadow,
l
liif w inter. for it will take twin
over 100 rods realizing his ideal of a
prairie
i- iiiiieli loud in
rephe e il a- would have farm. He practices mixed farming. Has
in n
In
ii
llmie.
Al'tov
the
ids
on
farm ISO sheep, old and young, :JZ
required
keep
hl'-l !• u heavy frost-. till' gras- will have head of ealtlo,
including LI cows. nearlv
■! iiiiieli "I il- nutritious value, and alall good ]>nrhaiii~.
He has mam extra
the
animalas
mm
as
have
li
nice
animals that we shall no doubt see at
though
may
'11.11.1
la
il
will
not
furnish
eat, yet
the county lair.
'■In';'
the needful nourishment to
<'n a hillside we saw about 1/ acres of
supply the
waste of the system.
At sm-h a lime a second
growth pine averaging from one to
'Itie e itra fond' " ill pay much belli r tliai
two and one-half feet in diameter, which
the
winter
A small portion of would now cut
during
Jli.ood feet of lumber to the
meal
a'
brat: led each day. will prove a uer<
and is growing rapidly, and this on
.I iiivc-'meni for either dairy or fatten- laud that lYl r
Lindsay. L'.|.. told us he
lock
g
Independent'of the loss in the had seen I ttrned ver several times when
miditinn in the -took, there is a loss in In w as a
boy This show s the importance
pa-itiring down too i-lose late in the fall, of allowing our rough hillsides to grow up
.he gra.-s-ro.il- are thus
\.i
deprived of to wood.
crop pay s so well a wood
their natural w.titer proteetion. ami are
properly eared lot.
more
r
less injured during the winter to
The average cut of hay on the farm is
the detriment of next
season'-pasture or 10" tons A good muck bed near the van!
h;.\ ernp.
adds much to the value of the farm.
W
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How

Early

liier.

Should
Heifers
Calves !

The Corn-Fodder

Have

There is seldom

a.

Crop.
subject introduced

.u.

i.i.i

rmnii,ii.

ini'

ni ih.■ animal aiv
generally deand il tile heifers have rich pasture ami ar.
iwll led during the winter
we
prefer to have them conn* in tin* second spring after birth. -ay from twenty to
twenty 11 nir months old. This saves at
least a year's keeping, and we think
makes
better cow. although she may not
he quite
large The cost of keeping a
two-year "id heifer in tile older Stales iI rum s.g,
>.',11 a year, and if tin 1V is ni:
call until -lie i- three vear- old it i- .so
much rn me. out of poeki
We have
never been able to disenv,-r much dfifer"nee iietweeii the quantity of milk
git ell
by a beili r in her second and third year,
if well lined for. the two-year old begins
siioi as she Iirings a call.
It m
pay
.r"i"l stuck, and a heifer, the ealf will lie
a- w.-i!
Wurth rai-iie; a- any sut,sequent
ill' dt'iqqied by tin- same mother.
She
a ill
probably give more than milk enough
10
pay for her tear'- keeping, and the ealf
'i :!r gain
u ;i!
be
file cost of keeping
n
in the Mast, rn stales is now s,> great
that one needs to pm tin-in t" breeding at
tin earliest day it can be safely done.
At

on

\\ est to do it
The fact is —and
this fact is not generally recognized—it inot so much the corn as it i.-, the bidder
which is produced. whieh pavs the wav.
io most peoph'. it .- oi''jiiite a
much
value.
In the west it goes for \vrv little

past few weeks

irnmcttsi

|iiantilies of

have been ett! and cured in advanee
of frost whirh more or less seriotislv affects
it- vnhic.
The growth ol corn tm, was

the best averages, alii! w e e\
tie- whole this will be
,e ,.f the
lie-t eorn-fedder seasonn

'jIIit•' Up
poet

to

on

\\ vi it: \
\
1 ’t: j 1: i; \ 1:j: m ih rn.it.
flic I tiea Herald's dairy
editor siv-:
Alter 1 icing duly packed w a ter t'ghl. the
packages may be placed in good, euhl
water, such afound in good wells and
three years old the animal ha- consumed -prings allywliere,
AiiVsiieli good well
not far from eighty dollar-' worth of food of water
may hi u-vd lor this purwhether sin has yielded any return or not. pose. only he sure the
package i- comIf you can put titty dollars to her credit
pletely under water alwa\-. and if
11 the close of the third
under water several feet deep it is no
year it looks a lii
tie more like making the rai-ing of dairv detriment, hut
probably an advantage,
cows a living bus'mes-.
il is not necessary, but probably best, that
the packages should rest on the clear
Oai.mi.ai
!‘oi.,i:ii>i;i
fliis is now -o ground at tile bottom of the well—not
much in demand that it lias been intro- that any harm could happen to tlie butter,
duced into bills ni Jure of the best restau- but the outside of packages might get
soiled ami muddy. A deep tank, kept full
rants. though few serve il well cooked,
that is. boiled long enough. To insure of water from a continually flowing spring
tin-, use a brown pipkin, instead of a tin may lie tlie most desirable reservoir for
mcepaii : have it two-thirds full of boil- keeping the butter in. if the tank is well
ing water, into which put a half a tea- covered and kept from freezing. Xu one
-pooiiful ot -all. Into tlii- drop the oat- need lie surprised if butter stored in lhis
meal and stir with a wooden spatula held way be kept for years as good as when
by the other. When it s the thickness of packed. 1’ossibly lard and some other
uni'll cover it and set il where it will
keep articles of food may be stored it. Ibis wav.

""iling slowly for an hour, beating it up
'"•easionally to keep it well mixed and
tree from
lumps. Dish and eat it hot,

cold milk or cream.
Butter and
sugar melted upon it de-trov its tine diureti
qualities, and makes it really less

with

palatable
Porridge, gruel, thin cakes
and a sort ol crackers are the principal
methods of using oatmeal. As a breakta-l d.-li, tlie
porridge made in the way
described above has no superior. It is
''■II' at food for

•'\

and

children, quickly eaten,

warming and comforting, without
injurious qualities of "hot cakes.'’ It
simulates the action ol the liver, and. in
conjunction with cranberries, eaten as a
siuce. will restore a
torpid liver to liealthlul activity il employed lor tin*
morning
lie

meal to the exclusion of tried meals and
and the like.

potatoes, boiled ham

Kai'ii» l’li Ki.isi. Mi xt.
mi

The following
Roll the meat in a

Knglish receipt

mixture of Hi oz. salt. 1 -- oz. of saltpetre,
anil 1 oz. sugar, so that ali
parts may be
completely salted: then wrap closely in a
I’iei.I cot I oil cloth previously well
scalded and dried, and place in a
porcelain or oilier vessel.
1 he cloth is essenlial .villi -mall pieces, to retain tin* brine
formed in eoniuei with the meat. After
about sixteen hours, however, some brine
w ill drain otf into the bottom of
the ves-el. and il be necessary liien to turn the
Mill
meal,
wrapped up. daily. A piece of
is pounds, treated in this wav for ,-ix
day -, then unwrapped and boiled, will he
nurnd
vjuite palalable and suflieientlv pickled
for larger ipiaulities the cloth
may
be
dispensevl vvitli. since the brine formed
will be -utlieient to cover the
mass,
provided llie pieces are elosclv packed
ami any unavoidable eaviti(*s filled with

j

1

through a seive
lablesjMionfuls of

colander;

potatoes

add three
white sugar; when cool
it
rise
let
ea«l:
two
add a little y
or three
times, adding a little meal each time it is
or

-furred; then make

a

still"

dough

more

than half

a

cently that lie had

century said
known

to me

re-

horse to
get “tender footed1' that was kept loose in
a shod and yard, or in a box stall.
That
turning round and treading with their
forward feet in the manure kept them constantly moist and soft.. 11 is theory appeared perfectly reasonable tome 1 have
no box stalls, but 1 use shavings IV.i• bedding. and every morning with a large
shoved 1 move the wet shavings under the
horse forward, in front of and under his
forward feet, and then the last thing at
night cover these with dry shavings tin
him to lie on.
lie also remarked that lie
had never known a lint-footed horse hut
what was a great worker.
never

a

It

is found that Ireezing of the waste
of kitchen sinks, etc., may he prevented by making them tapering toward
the top, so that any thin ice that
may form on them, may fall away by

pipes

slight change of temperature, and complete stoppage cannot take place even in
continuous cold weather.
1’ipe.s about 20
teet long, about three inches wide at the
top. and from .'>,!> to 0.0 inches at the bottom, have proved very eliieient and costs
little

more

than the usual

cylindrical ones.

Wkppixc ( aki: ih dluxo.

Two-thirds
cup molasses, two cups ol
milk, two teaspoons saleratus, four eggs,
t wo pounds of raisins, stoned and chopped,
one pound of currants, one-fourth of a
pound of citron. Flour to make a halter
as thick as
pound cake: salt and all sorts
of spices.
Boil or steam live hours. To
he eaten with wine sauce.

of

butler,

one

To Ci.kan Caui’kts. One tcaspoonful
in one gallon warm water,
will often restore the color to carpets,

liquid ammonia

if produced by tin acid or alkali. II
ceiling has been it hitewnslied with carpet
down and a few drops are visible, this

oven
a

will remove them.

with

I he .Machias Union describes the
meal ; cut in cakes and drv. Having good
at the
Washington bar, last week,
yeast and good Hour, there i- but little
Mrs. Nash argued her tirst ease:
trouble in the
making of good bread,
The older members leaned back in
which i- iudispensible to a good healthy I
meal, whether it he made of bolted or un- (•hairs, the younger members tossed
I pen holders and made tubes of
bolted Hour.
< iazette

[<'ineinnati

Ri.mi io i,(1j ( mire.
A ludv
correspondent of the Maine Farmer says
the following is an effective remedy for
■Simft.t

croup: “Haifa teaspoonful of pulverized
alum in a little molasses. It is a

scene

when
their

their
their
in hope and
and listened

••briers,’' the intelligent were
doubt, the audience looked on
with mingled indifference, amazement and
deference, and quietude prevailed, while
Mrs. Clara II. Nash, ol Columbia Falls,

the ease to the jury, John 1). Allen
simple opened
always at hand, and versus town of Jonesboro. The members
one dose seldom fails to give relief,
if p of the bar, or several at least ol whom we
should, repeat it after one hour.”
enquired, pronounced Iter “maiden effort’’

remedy,

one

almost

She gave references from
success.
authors and decisions in a careful manner,
acceptable to court and jury. Many a man
in his first case did not do as well, who now
ranks high in his profession. She examined the witnesses in the case, which occupied
nearly one day. Mrs. Nash takes high rank
as a student, is remarkable for her application. and will no doubt become eminent
in iter profession.

a

A blacksmith has succeeded in changing
the gait of a pacing horse to that of a
trotter, by simply fastening an extra paii
of shoes "heavier than usual to the forefeet whenever lie wants the horse to trol
and taking them off at all other times
The sudden change ol weight on hit
fore-feet forces the horse to change hit

gait.
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old mail who lias had much expen01100 in handling and dealing in horses for
All

stones.
I’oivro Vt.v-r.
lake twelve goodi/ed potatoe- boil in water
enough to
cov er them : when done pour the wafer on
handful ol Hour: rub the
to a

—

■

come

corn

watching the smile with which sli
answered the laughing girl, a smile on
of which the iee had melted and left pur

iM

the valuable lands

aiivwhere. anil m litmr, ease- i! i- an nillire waste.
Ii is just tlie -mile uii!i this as with the
II'our tanners near the large
rye eri)|i.
cities raised rye for the grain, it would lie
lilt; a sorry invest incut.
Il is the straw
ern]i at air utt a dollar to a d"ilarand a hall
a hundred weight.which makes the th'-m-etell.
Tlie present Autumn lias been mi unusually good one for tie cnni-fodder crop,
file earlv white frost- have kept nwav,
and the damp warm weather lias kept the
forage juicy up in ;he last. During the

Inheriting villi their linn name a large manufacturing interest and a prim-el;, wealth, they
toward the end «'(' the meal. Moselv rehave greatiy enlarged the one ami increased
I knocked
at the door. She openLondon Tower.
t
minded Webster of some letter whieli the ed it. and. gently
the other, until the name of A. A. \\ >pragwe
isy
\ri?.\ <
iti:i>i>KN.
seeing me. looked at me for .
...I.nici of tin- 'lii. iii mill II
ha* come to he regarded a* synonymous with
latter was to show him. Webster look out the first moment
in silent surprise: then,
After singing, ilem-e; after rose", thorns;
ids pocket-book, and began
Mint my younger readers niaundei- linaneial *:al»iiitv and aggn*ssive bu*ine*> ensunlight.
All 1 lie blackest midnights built o’er go|del
turning over putting the natural interpretation of her siand
I've
not
the
she
said
what a pile of buildings is meant terpri-e*. \\ ith the \a-f amount of unencum“Xo,
forgotten. Soso,”
;
papers inside.
morns;
own
bered property whieh they hold in their hand*,
so
absorbing thought on my return,
u hen
1 his is it, <hislr' -aid Moselv.
I,imdi>n 1 inver' 1' -pokru of. let the vvor*t that ean befall
j “lait you know of old I never kill and tell.
Vi'ier flowering, fading: biller alter sweel;
them is the temporary
much
before
the
time set she cried out—
taking
It
was
a
of
t ellow
this woman—a
me explain,
hold of Hie nearest, a square white en- ‘•I am
withered stubble after waving wheat.
first then- is in the centre suspension. for tin ir liabilifie* are iarexeeedpeculiarity
too late, then, after all?
If i1 had occasion later repeatedly to observ
••d
their
a**ej*.
or near it. i lie \\ liite Tower, which F
by
velope direeted in what looked, so far as 1 here already ?"
I 111
I Aflt r green, the dropping of the shriveled leaf.
A. A \\
own the Craii*ton, it. J
!
00 feet, and 02 feet
that, whatever she said or did, she cotib eonlil see aeros- the table, a very peculiar
hike the Midden lopping of some dear belief:
high. Outside ot print works, *|.ragu«
You have nothing more to fear from •>.v
the l::rge*t works of the kind in
;
not help being remarkable, so much he : hand.
Alter
J
waters, dry. unsightly lied-:
20!)
tiiF.
tret
But
Webster
drew
gurgling
it
from
hack
it,
say
’be
|
away
imagine
hastily. him.v 1 said
to break the
country. tin cotton manufneltiring villaget welve other towers at
I personality made itself felt in everything |
| Alt'*r exultation, lowly-hanging head-.
“No. no. that's a private letter," he an- shock to her gravely, trying
of Arctic and Ouidnie in lihode i*l:md, and
by degrees. Put be did not from each otlier. hut so unequal distnnee- 1 Jbdtie in < 'ollUeetietit.
sin- made that quotation from the com I swered, and this time I eould not mistake
i
ill ( ill'll of wltieli village*
>o I -brink and shiver at your
located
that
Irom
proffered hi--.
understand.
that li e gav e one id these mid looks across
three t.. live stand on each ot' the four tie r, are very largo mills, and they have al*
Knowing pain must follow on the heel of bli--: j raoii little song just as anybody migli
to
do
Irom
mean.
tear,
mill-*
at
\
Nothing
you
Fall*.
It.
1.. and Augusta. Me.,
alley
Knowing loss must find me sleeping on your ha\ )• done, carelessly, and manifestly with
-Miss Knowles, “a
very peculiarly pri- horn my husband?" she said, slow Iv, with -hie- ot the White Tower, and that thin and a large interest in the Atlantic delaine mill*
breast:
out a thought of effect yet 1 do not belief ( j vatn letter that I wouldn't let out of mv
are
built
with
walls
of
from
7 to |g fedt at
J
olnevville. j:. i.
a perplexed look in
othei manufaottiring
heave nit- \\ 11iI• v.»u love nee—llii" i- -mv]\
my face.
there was a man at the table who heard i ! hands for a dnidile X
best:
"You have nothing more to fear from in thickness, and all connected In a wall properties. which they own or are largely inti
I
from her lip-quite unmoved. Even Web I
Te*t*a
in.
are
ih**
Providence
Horse Mioc
vim
12
feet
Inneedn't
thick ai.d K> feet liigii. These
"Well,
afraid of my the man who was
hike a blusldes- flow er left upon il" stem,
<
your husband." I re- twelve lowerster lifted hi-, eyes to her with a kind o
oinpauy. t le Perkin* Micct Iron Company,
a
hid tor it
are dissimilar, hut all rise
:
making
Moselv
replied
tin*
of
thickness
the
forest’s
hem.
This
>vveetening
time
she
th
peated distinctly.
and
l
Sprague Mowing Maeliine
caught
sullen admiration, a tribute which he tra“1 ve n r
hike a hidden fountain, never touched of lips;
enough f r my double X's with- my meaning. She grew white, and tier h> a greater or less height above the wall ami they own a large *toite quarry Company,
in onec’o,
I hike an unknown ocean, inner sailed by ships,— its unwilling to give as she to receive, bill out buying up old paper
Vott have now tin* Windham county. < onn.. which ha* given em.Vow, then! lips trembled -o that she could scnreelv connecting them.
which \va< forced from him against Id- ; have you found the
to several hundred workmen and ha*
White Power begirt with this
rigid thing this time, articulate the words. “Tell me—"
i i’hu- I '•hail be fairer to your untried thought.
strong outer ployment
will
of -tone for building
t han if all my ii\ ing into your> were wrought,
Still outside of this furiiished large qtianlitie*
1 gave her the briefest and most soften- wali and it defences.
| or shall I call again next Christmas?'’
in Prov idem * and el* w here, lhey
]>urpo*e*
—sin 77, to |oo feet
i I tear!s’ dreams are th< swei test in a lonely iic.m :
My pledge "1 friendship, I am con- ! Webster, it appeared, had found the ed outline
from
it
i-anothaway
own a biam h railroad from t!n**e quarries Jo
possible ot what had happened,
i- Mirelv
strained in admit, did not advance me a- ! right
: L-:i\e me while \ou love me.—1 hi
thing, and the two witty gentlemen she stood like a stone, only her face show er wall, tin I side of lids Fa moat front .>< the Hartford. Prov idenee ami l'i*hkil! line, aud
i could have wished with Aliss Knowles i
1“ I1"' lect wide that ran at anv time lie •>w ji a majority of the *toek in tin l nion llorv
presently deprived us of their eornpanv.
ing that she heard. I never saw in anv
A eei-taiu degree of
"1 don't remember ever to have seen
progress she allowed
human countenance such an expression as idled with water Irom tin* Thames, for it J.ailroad at Providence, the I’roy idenee anil
tunj im- to make, but never one step beyond. -Mr. \\ li-ter in such an agreeable How of that in hers while she listened
with the river on one side, Pavvtuek'-t llor*" Itaill'oad. and tie* New York
My Neighbor.
and Prov idem-e steam-hip ompnny. formerly
pitv. re- and parallel
Oddly enough, it was a kind of disagree- pirits," said I to Miss Knowles, who, with lief. awe, all
120 to l.bo feet nwa\ irom it.
only
known a* the Neptune liic. li.i landed propSmile wise nun
I forget
Then
who—has ment which served me
struggling together.
most, and wlii- h mvself happened to lie the last left at the she moved her
The
inside
the moat is' 1:! acres. erty they ow n i’jim :inv* in ( raa-loji. Johnston
sjiaci
1:11 l«'i 1 a boarding-house a little world, came
lips, but 1. heard nothing;
about in this way. One evening i 1 table. -1 wonder wind il betokens?'
measurement of the moat, and othei- v illage* m ar Prov i-: nee for which
she dropped to the lloor and
I'll.; outer
made up, like the groat world. of odds and had been
suddenly
an offer ot Si .Ooo.ooohas been re fused.thousand*
to
and
hail
"No
to
"'hich
her,
is
reading
(nst
good
protected In a low wall,is about of
somebody," answered Miss buried her face in the sola-cushions, while
end
whore you may liml a genius at eloseu the
acre* of valuable lumber land
in Main*,
book as twilight came on. Knowles
the first word a voice I should not have known for hers hall a mile. Idiis whole away of buildings,
contemptuously,
a
hand
and
fool
at
\our
left.
amount of land in South Carolina, and
your right
when my attention was attracted In a -lie hail ever said to
’"
walls, tortilieatious and n oat is ‘-Fondon large
Webster. said : “do
valuable *toek farm and other property
me'against
me alone
m
left
leave
liaml
in
the
ease
1
am
.My
neighbor,
newly married pair in the balcony 'op- I was about to reply when mv foot touched
Kan*a*.
They own the web-kimwii :i-nitiug
i had no words for such emotion a- hers 1 Tower.”
recalling, was not a fool, but a French- posit. who, regardless of the double row
<
I
hark
at
I'al)*l01i.
v
liieli
*1
half
a
1111
i!:
>
11
he
something under the table, and stooping’ in that moment: I could unit obev her in j thick White I .over ha- a wall h* feet dollars. f im v have the control oi ihc J-ird.
man : and my right—well, my right hand
of houses, were indulging in some of those down I
at the bottom—to feel at the
picked up a paper.
silence.
top. >'*eond an* < doin' National hank' at ITovidem
neighbor was s,.metlung more perplexing, demonstrations poculiartothe
■•Mr. Welister had
t)u cacti ot the tour .corners i- a
honeymoon.
turret and the Krankiin and t’randon savings hank'.
dropped one of his
As l walked away, my mind going over
more interesting than a
genius, for i! was It would only have amused me, as usual, letters—the
:'.o feet above the hnildiii<>- it- I areidcntithd v\ it It tie « it and I
running
one.
up
all
‘peculiarly*
private'
that had occurred. I could not help
pery
—a woman.
;.|iiit:ib!e. an-’
but for the effect it had on Aiiss Knowles. haps," I said,
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aw ay for a moment by the unusual apparianything I a thief, or a murderer, for what
about $100,000; one man about $7.3,000; Cromwell, during his protectorate, tilled
tion of men. soon alighted near their
knit brows walked oft', declining as she hour's time was to lose forever. Hut, with
these
w ith
you know !"
of
Charles
dungeons
partizans
three
live men, about $40,000 to $.30,000:
"O, pray allow me more skill m physi- invariably did, my company on the way. all the passion and will that was in me. 1
Second:
anti
young.
the
tnauv
restoration,
upon
to $40,000; ten men. $.3.ooo
That same evening, as I was smoking vowed that i would not lose her thus. 1 men, $30,000
who bad been concerned in
ognomy," said 1. thinking the while how
to
to $10,000; twenty-nine bankrupt.
putting
fulfill
the
( 111:i' iiaw v.
letter
A lady
would
of
Ciui.-kiy\n
of
to
at my
window. I heard Miss Knowles'
my promise
t
oddly her words chimed in with those
In sugar, tea and foreign produce—One death harle- first suttered imprisonment who liad
1 would not seek, by word or net.
of a young ladies' Bible
Webster a minute ago.
voice from the next room, Miss Morrell's. her
and death.
charge
at that period, would be worth about
“You believe in physiognomy ? So do
She had apparently just approached the to sway her lrom her eonseienee; but I man,
Hut enough ol the dark reminiscences of class, speaking of detective home training
one man, $12.3,000: one man,
said that her best pupil. 1 s years of age.
I." she said (ptiekly ; then, as if repenting window, which must have been open, for would keep myself informed of Iter move- $1.30.00;
the dark and bloody times which are
to $75,000;
past.
three
men,
$100,000:
.30,000
ami
or
ments.
contrive, somehow, sooner
ol even that slight impulsiveness, she re1 hoard every word distinctly.
The block and a\ are here now as relies of bail caused her tin* nio.-t acute anxiety
live men, $40,000 to $50,000; four men.
Bain or shine she was always at her post
sumed in the old tone. “Still, suppose
the olden times mereh
“No, Rose, 1 certainly do not like him. later, to be near her; I would wait for $30,ooo to
$40,000; ten men, $20,000 to
after all 1 were to turn out a desperate I distrust his face, it is cruel and cowardly. her till death, if need were: but let her
Within the lower enclosure are now The girl's whole soul seemed absorbed in
to
ten
men,
SlO.ooo
$1.5,000:
$25,000;
character—what would you say then?"
If the choice were really between the two, pass w holly and forever out of my life. 1
barracks for lotto soldiers: and the W hite the straightening out of intricate theologfifty on men bankrupt,
I should say. with one of our New
1 should say it thousand times sooner Mr. neither could nor would.
I ower In rnishes accommodations tor tfon,- ical problems; “and yet”-aid the teacher,
and
in
this
environs
In
estate
real
city
'mi
"the girl was so pale and wan that 1 vvaooo stands of arms, of the
Y'ork judges, that there must have been Delday than Mr. Webster, for at least—"
reacmng me rauwai .-union, nru —One man
most approved
at that period, be
would,
afraid every Sunday would lie her last in
Rut when it came to names-. I thought my preoccupation became aware of some
modern fashion.
•attenuating circumstances,’" 1 replied
two
:
Kngland
worth
about
keeps
apace
men,
$150.ooo
$200.000;
class. One day she fainted, and in trying
with the world in preparations for war.
it time to make some sign of existence. I unusual excitement. I joined a knot of live
laughing.
men, $100,000; ten men, $50,000 to
She smiled, and reached out her hand gave a slight cough; the window was in- eager talkers, and learned that there had
the white Tower is a modern to vesture her I loosened her dress, and
Adjoining
ten
to
ten
men, $40,000
$50,000;
I fnund'.'
been an accident to a passenger on one of $75,000;
Corsets tin
to her glass:
structure used for exhibiting the “Horse what ilu you think
“Very well, ‘To neighbor- stantly closed, and 1 heard no more.
men, $30,000 to $35,000; ten men, $10,000
drawn that a full respiration was
tightly
hood and friendship' then, since you choose
Armor" of the former days.
It appeared, however, that 1 had not the eastern trams just in. The stranger, to
Here
is
both
$15,000; two men bankrupt. Or, in horse and rider
1 removed them and found
to run the risk !"
been the only uninvited listener.to this who, according to the general testimony, other
armed and equipped ac- impossible.
words, there is less danger of loss
that tlie girl's ribs actually lapped. I took
to the times of each.
The next minute had appeared to be in a singular hurry in real estate than in
This little dialogue had been carried on fragmentary scene.
cording
any line of business,
and excitement, and jumped oft’ the train
A more pleasant room to visit is the one her tn her mother, a very useful and prom
under cover of rather a noisy discussion Webster came out of the farthest corner
bail some- taking steady operations for ten consecuthe crowns
oi the balcony, where he had been sitting, before it was fairly stationary
the baptismal incut church member, and -luted the case
Miss
containing
but
here
some
one
to
spoke
opposite,
had been tive years, and attention and taste for the font—the
how slippeil and fallen, and
Well, you ~oc,' said
until
in
to
be
too
shadow
used
at the corout?1 without reserve.
1
to
gold
was obliged
content
plate
deep
perceived
Knowles, and
There are a great many sheep in
pursuit.
the parent, 'Fanny never bad any ligure
taken
for dead.
the
and
into
up
other
llis
as
such
like
he
it
came
moved,
tions,
face,
insignia. Queen
it who try to follow the lines of operation
myself with observing her. 1 did not find
Victoria's crown, with its gents, its dia- l shouldn't be surprised if the lacings
I made my way to where the body was
it a tiresome occupation. She was a very light, wore an expression that certainly
of others, whose plans of operation they
I lev waist
were drawn a little too tight
its
of
some
monds,
a
man
Knowles’
It
of
Miss
was
that
rubies,
emeralds,
thirty cannot conceive, and by injudicious purhandsome woman—for, though unmarried justilied
opinion.
lying.
pearls and sapis said to have cost live millions of is naturally so large that it is almost im“So that's her game” he muttered. "Rut years of age. evidently belonging to the chases of
phires,
and evidently young, no one would have
in
a
are
steadily
cheap bargains
dollars.
of wealthier classes. The face, which was
possible |o make anything lit genteelly on
thought of calling Miss Knowles a girl,— if I don't manage to get the odd trick
fog.
her. Mow is your class prospering. Miss
Such is a little, and
and there was much more than beauty in Iter, by--■?” and with an oath lie brought not disfigured, was handsome, in spite of
very naked outline -!' I
of what every one comes to see who visits
hope you are drawing many souls
lie
her face, there was a meaning in every down his hand on the railing and disap- the traces of passion and dissipation,
< liri.st.'
T vitLKAt'. A certain city not a thousand London Tower. And nobodv would think to
was quite dead; they had given up atline, a meaning which suggested that hcr’s peared.
of leaving this out front his list of
had been no ordinary or easy life. But
I hesitated at first if 1 ought no* to put tempting to restore him, and were search- miles from Bangor, has the usual amount
A
SlIKKWI) I’ll.lux.
coi'l'espondeiil
One of of amateur dramatic talent which occasion- things to be seen when he crosses the
identification.
the
for
a
set
it
was
a
hard
not
on
her
ing
Miss
Knowles
body
face,
one,
of Nature writes a- follows;
though
guard, by informing
Having
and attracted in spite ol itselt.
her of what had passed. Rut I felt ashamed them, as 1 approached, had just opened a ally finds expression in home entertain- sea.
occasion to wait for my pony to bo har“Miss Knowles, I think it is too unkind 1" to disquiet her, no doubt needlessly, by re- pocket-book filled with papers and marked ments of a superior character. A performnessed at an inn a short time since, my
An liubiiitc id our olliee, who loves and
said the person who had interrupted us, peating that vague sort of bluster, and as, inside with a name. I read the name over ance of this kind on Christmas Eve a year
attention was directed by a gentleman (a
!
some excellent
or
two
closed
with
ids
tells
was
James
it
a
one of the prettiest little school girls 1
Iluntley
ago,
of
a
shoulder;
certain elec- resident of the neighborhood) w ith whom
for the next few days, Webster seemed
good story, relates
ever saw, leaning forward from our side
Strange chapter in the strange romance tableaux, the final one being a represen- tion in the town of Charleston, in Penob- I was acquainted, to the strange conduct
quieter than usual, I ended by myself foron
!
This
man’s
in
her
tation
the
life
scot
interwoven
with
of the table.
“You haven’t spoken a word
galley
[of Cleopatra
my
county, that the. contest was pretty of a pigeon. A number of them were
getting his words.
to me yet.
1 do believe you’ve forgotten
Rut somewhat more than a week later, death, so sudden, so little to be looked famous sail up the Cydnus to meet Mark close on one occasion between the demo- feeding on a few oats that had accidentI
on
tho
all
the
was
absent
alof
the
knot
had
to
cut
that we’re engaged!"
come
crats
Antony.
and republicans. The board of selectevening
his manner suddenly changed.
It was for,
ally let fall while fixing the nose-bag on a
“By Jove! Miss Knowles is to bo en- one morning that he had a friend with him, doubts, the difficulties, the despair which luded to, but next day meeting some com- men were all democrats; and when ascer- horse standing at bait. Having finished
at
of
friend
in
futhe
house
a
the
the
whole
else
vied !’’ It was Webster who said this, and whom lie had
pany
city, tain person who had never voted, and who all the grain at hand a large one rose.
brought home the night be- ture might have !enveloped
the marked way in which lie said it made fore anti
It seemed to me, that conversation turned upon the subject, and was non compos, offered a democratic vote,
kept to breakfast. This fellow, if of two lives
Mapped ils wings furiouslv. tlevv directly
in
a
vivacious
the speech a rude one.
ever I saw the finger of Destiny
any
young lady present, gave me it was immediately accepted.
A certain
Deblay perhaps Mosely I think was his name was one of
at the horse's eves, causing that aniof
the
a glowing description
affair, ending eccentric republican incensed thereat, went mal to toss his
though so, for he said instantly.
Webster’s own sort, and the two were in human event, I saw it there.
head, and in doing so, of
I waited only
“Oh, mon Dieu ! yes, Mees Noailles oppressively high spirits, Webster in parenough to make sure her enthusiastic account with the following about two miles and got another non com- course shake out more corn 1 saw this sevioug
bit of information : “The last tab- pos. and offered him as one who
and Mees Morrell are to bo envied and ticular,
number of small that there was no mistake, and then 1 hur- choice
claimed eral times repeated : in fact whenever the
making a
to Miss leau was just splendid! Miss I).," naming the right of
blamed alike, both the two! It is cruel jokes, pointless, as great
Of course, under the.
it struck me, but which ried back to Miss Knowles
suffrage.
had been exhausted. 1 leave it to
of your sex to monopolize itself against us appeared to afford him much satisfaction, Knowles?—that is, to Mrs. Huntley. Yes, a belle of the eitv, “got it up and took the circumstances, he was allowed to vote. supply
to
consider the train ot
readers
your
miserables, you hear, Mademoiselle Mor- and which he accompanied, as I fancied, for the first time, 1 realized that it was a leading part in it. It was from Shakspearc, Said the republican boastfully, as he left
that must have passed through
thoughts
that
I
was hasten- 1 believe, and represented
rell ?’’
death
the
husband's
dreadful
“I
at
which
will
Miss
Knowles
for
let
polls,
Cleopatra going
the democrats know that
by sly glances
pigeon's brain before it adopted tne
If one had fancied Miss Knowles’ face I should have been
to his newly made down a river in a splendid barge to meet that we have
got as many fools in our clever method abov e naiTated. of stealing
delighted to fling the ing to communicate
Mark Turnin'.'' [Portland Transcript.
hard, he would have changed his mind in contents ot mv coffee-cup in his face.
widow. I shrank from the task
as
party
they have." [novel* Observer.
the horse's provender
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milk, lmtter and cheese at the earliest
that the animal is capable of
producing them ecniiomiealty. The Jerseys and their grade- bring calves quite
• sil
ly .-mietiiu ■- in fifteen months old.
frequently at eighteen months, and as a
rule it two years or under..
I'lte heifers
dial enme in at lift ecu mouths
frequently
'1 *
tiled calves, and their growth is a
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great ililVerenee in the prar- ja thorough western man, which so ast tee of tanners in this
respect-ime feed- tonishes him as that an eastern man can
ing high and breeding as early as possible | make the corn crop pay on land worth
uni others keeping Hie heiU r- away from perhaps from three to live hundred dollars
'.he bull until the third year, feeling quite an acre. With land not over thirtv or lilH
it slied with a calf at three years idd. 11 dollars in hi- own region it is often aipiesi- idniilled that the heifer.
grow larger tion whether eorn is worth growing', and
:li.it bleed late, and il 1.f i-a prominent on this high-priced land, how can such
\\
have often had friend•bjeii in the animal thi- may be good things lie
Uul in dairy distriels we want
look on with astonishment, on the great
polii-v
a
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TRIAL

OF

mV- w jiciher he had any bias or prejudice
tli mao-r. said lie had, and was set aside.
bVnwiek had a eonseienee liable to
d.dni Y\
'!••• troubled b\ condemning a person to death,
and wa* \< used from service.
L. < U kon had the same disability and was
1,: o.T.
<Kingsbury, after examination, was
);;/!• mg. d by the defence.
Amo- Laiie had an opinion derived from
reailing the papers, but it was not a definite and
fix* d opinion, and cuuld he changed by evidence.
Had miked iiv! with people on the subieet.
Mr. I.ane was excused.
ili'ha Dunbar, had
•.•r.-eieiitious scruples
and A
excused.
A. J\ <b>.>dlui(
w *s aho excused for a like

with him; Ira said lie didn't want to; he told
him to ask his mother, which lie did; she said In*
might it he wanted to; Ira wouldn't sleep there;
the old folks were at Bangor; no one else came
to the house; went to bed quarter before nine;
I looked at the clock; no one else had gone to bed;

'•

m

JOHN T. GORDON

r< a

Almon

in cook room; the rest of the family
there; John was in his mother’s room: 1 went
up back stairs that led to John’s room : couldn’t get
to mine except thro’ his; shut my door, left window
partly up; Almon was singing that night, after I
went up stairs; didn’t hear John come up; it
was about 15 minutes before I went to sleep; was
awoke by child crying; listened a minute, and heard
two crying; got up and looked out of the window ;
saw smoke coining round corner, and smelt cotton
burning; I put oil my clothes and went to John's
room and called to him saying ••John True” twice;
went down the back stairs; in the dining room was
smoke, and light coming out of Almoifs room, over
door; I opened the door; the bed was on lire; mostly at foot; it was in flame u loot high; smoke was
thick, I got hold of his heel but couldn't drag him
out; turned to get breath and saw the axe iii door
way; I passed over the axe into the yard and called
‘•tire"; went above gate past front door; John hal
looed twice for me to come back; asked “what for?”
hs said “to help”; saw him at front door, and recognized his voice; 1 went on to Harmon’s house, calling out “lire”; stopped when got answer, and came
back; Peter overtook me near store; at knoll met
children and behind them John; lie was taking on
and crying “Oh dear”; he was going toward liar
moil's;*was going slow; he went back with u<; at
front door Peter said “what’s best to do?"; John
said “Let’s clear the house”; John led way in. took
out some things; 1 thought of Almon aiid family ;
went round south side to porch door: Peter with
me; Peter said “Where’s the trumpet?”; stopped
but a minute and unbolted door to shed; that was
last 1 saw of Peter; went for some one else; met
Asbury; heard him ask “where’s Almon and family?”; couldn’t see who he asked; heard no reply;
told him they were inside, and led tin way; In- took
up the axe and threw it into the yard; he went to bed
room door, which 1 had left open before; audit was
still open; reached in and broke bedstead: Asbury
stepped in and got Almon and carried him to the*
dooryard; I went with him; he next reached Kmma
and dragged her out, and I helped carry her out;
then Mr. J. N. Harmon came, just as we got Almon
out; w e then threw water in from dining room, two
pails ; Ira had not been got out, 1 went to back w inflow around house; it was up and Mr. Harmon was
there and another 1 don’t know who; they threw in
water; I took pail and went to pump and got two
pails; I carried them to window; went to cistern
in cook room, pumped water and it was carried until
it was dry; then to other pump, and holt was gone;
went back to window and fire was out; when w ent
for two pails at pump John was there, pumping very
slow, into a pail; I took hold and pumped faster; a
woman stood by the disabled pump, don't know who;
didn’t see John ; many men were around; saw babe
taken out by Asbury; he was inside, Fred Cates
took it ; saw Ira taken out by John V Hannon;
when went through John's room I hallooed to
him; saw bis bed; couldn’t see if be was in it;
was gone to Harmon’s ten minutes; after munb
remained (till sunset and went home; 1 have n<«t
lived there since; John was there oil’ and on while
! was there; for a week prior to murder had been
there most of the tinu ; he and Vlnion did not talk
much; saw them only three times talking together;
once about putting colt in pasture; next morning
looking about for muzzles, in an old shed Almon
found John, end said “what in the devil are you
here for?”; John said it was late when he got home
and he didn’t want to disturb the family, nothing
more was said; didn’t see John, but knew his
nice;
next time was on Friday night before murder,Almon,

on.

W
i». i haver was challenged by defence.
•L Ii. I ami-. !i;id formed an opinion from the
newspapers and have1 the same opinion now.
1' \ eluded.
L‘ isw-.'ll il. L:r.. ry, iia«l a bia- or prejudice in
the matter, and was excluded.
1 lioiuas \\ till key \\ :i challenged, bv the defence.
L 'b- ; D
Said lie wa> a native of Winter1"»L :: ^hip carpenter, hud ii\rd ten years in
« ulilorni:*. and
had formed all opinion in this
case.
l:\eluded.
<•
t <. Sherman
<1-atbfaclorv and was
pr<

accepted.
Ingraham

!i**ii!.t-

ha I -.Tuples of conscience,

and w as excused.
dolni 1’. Perkins responded in
manner, and
ni

hd‘»*. vioi o 1 Kzsiniii A
Thorndike, June iCith. l^T'd.

t'oe inn
:»t

:

|

••! John X. (i.-rdon, ehurged with
horrid murder-, ever perpetrated ill the j

1 iiJ.

O

i;i- ~r

Maim

began in lhi- city, befmv ( hi. f
•b: tie. Yppleton. on Monday all.-moon hot. in:
"bile

f

id-ration of tin- importance of 11.• trial and j
ih
r.o',1 Mf witne-c- and sp<, tator^ that
would m in attendance, tin < 'hief dusti.
ortmv.i tie- trial to be hoiden in Hay lord Hal!,
;
1 J,:.t
unable «.»f a:v..niniodalin.; lbno person*. ;
Y a:
pi atibrm f«»r the jury has been built j
•'
]•■!’ ; tl.<-stage, with a wpne-v end in
nt.
M
■!’ the furniture has b..n r« moved
1'oiu the « ‘in ; I! .u-e ?o th* hall, and the floor
ail'd aailerie-. covered with .sawdust tojirev. nl
ij

I;

b

>isi

V ra

have been pi.i.-ed at a.aiiitii t;»b'e> and chair* f*r e.-un '.
set tee s

h j oint-. \\
and others.
V tw
,'K th. < oiirt haviiu mot at the
IC'-urt li e,
(ui motion of < 'ol. 1'ogler an

e--p 'fter-

ijournu.e'it

m

the hail, whither all

lli-.. r was w. H Hih-d, with
in th( gallery, mostly htdic>. A

f-'W
-p<

:

hud

w.

in:

i-

to i

Appleton ordered the

de

u.u:com :

.f

ailed. ..lid the followin';

<

a

c-

.T —ph Alwo-d
1
honni.* Ayer.

W intcrjMiv'
.MoutVillt
>ear-]>nr;
Benjamin 1 Bin- ketone. ik-Hast.
G. W. Bowler,
Libert
Vi-xnu.ii 1 Bhmk
stock!-.
Plhanan '-V Jivn:>**tr,
] row
V' Illiam > • ( mini'. /1 ,>•;
Ill-Mil.1.
James (Tucker,
Stockton
Albert M. ( arter,
Belfast.
Waldo.
William i.. ( <toini>-.
• iikeuial 1
mb-.
IslesborJonathan «. oVmd.
>eaivpoJoin. (A J >m i•'-•
Belfa-t.
Roi. f-rt ! »<
Stock! on.
Mniliev. Drink v.
Northpi.n
Lulus Drake.
LinooB die.
F.lisha ihmbar.
-earspoi t
Am*1- 1. Lilmosi !•.
Burnham
J. ii- i.nllle
.-ears port,
Da id (i. J.aiiu
-wain ii!'j:
well 1. J
Monroi
Aathan French.
Mont villclit '.fast.
Benjamin F Fie!-1
John W. 1 Vr.wi. k
Mon-111.
Jonathan H l-'a!hi.
Freed* >ni
Richard Ford
Monroe.
f nomas \V.
1 -le-bu;
ii. It.
Libert}.
• *:
jn.'d C Ureely.
Palermo
Vlbicu 1’ Gondii
MockK.n
Israel A Gardner
B< Imont
Daniru A. Greer.
Belmont
John s. Gilmore,
Waldo.
H
Ticket
t.
Fiijah
Winterpert
viual Hills,
Northpor-.
Alfred How ard,
Moat vi lb-;.
Hollis M. HowarJ
'■Lurvii;.
L. Hatch,
Morrill

uiii

1 m- oen-nee saiu

im \.

nicy

would e\nvi-.‘ ilit ir right ui one peremptory
hnlleng<■ from tin j1. and named lieuben A.
iiieh. In In plrn-e T. V Parks was drawn, examined and sworn.
of the .1 jurors .”.7 were drawn. Of these,
\i iised f.u conscientious scruples,
fighi war.
«i\
having formed opinion?, three for bias
and pr- judiec. one lor being sleepy, and one for
deafness, The stale used but one of the live
eh:d eiiges allowed, while the prisoner exhaustoi out ;.f tin.-eleven to which he was ened
titled !•> law.
\l this point the defence staled ti» the court
that llu-} wished I" avail tlietnselves of the
p! iv ilegc accorded by the statute of having the
jttn examine tin- premises vvhere the munlrr
e
h-miitcd, and ga\e notice aeeordinglv.
fort npp-dnied 15. F. Blaekstone forein..
ftih- dury. Tin* < lerk then addressing
tininplet'.l jury, said—‘’Gentlemen of tlie
dun
IF arkeii to an indictment found against
.John i\ Gordon the prisoner at
bar. by the
G ratul d in vI die indictment, as published in
Piis papel hist >.v eek was then read.
flic (’lerk then addressed the jury as fol•< .enliemen of the dury :
low
I'pon this indictment lie- prisoner at tlie bar has been
ar/nigm d and d:.s pleaded that In* i> not guilty,
and i. j- iria. has pm himself upon hi> God and
hi- ■■mi! i}. v\ iiifli eoitnlrv \mi are. You have
Fern -w e n well and truly to try the issue.
If
you find ih" d.c.-ndam guilty you will say so;
ii } on iimi iiim ii"i guilt v. you will say .so and
v o mlt-men of tlte dury. ye good men
no mor -.
-i thei
ami hearken t«> vour
md trie- sp,n-!
evidence.”
id' announc'd that
i’h< < :m
the jury
would he sent in < imrirc of officers by railroad
'o tii" • ."rd.'U lens, to-morrow morning, and
I !.' « ourt was then adjourned
ni.
Mini
■"
I'm -d..\ afternoon at J o'clock.
Tie
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is tin-jury
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man.
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rork.r,
linn l'icmh
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Hast.
Stockton.
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Montv ilh
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in att< lidanee to-day was much
than y -n rday, the galleries being filled
with ladie--. and the hall parked in all parts,
ihe prisoner am-- iu at in minutes past 2. attes,i by tv-* iiep.ijtio. and accompanied by
th r. a vem-rah!>- looking lady attired in
hi.turn .nr.;.-, v. ho kept lnr seat by him during the
-n.
Tin prisoner wore the neat and
;.t'- :n
el ;
lid;
•■•rday. and appeared perfectly
1:.
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is i'(' j (v 11,. 11 in theca- by AtI'iaisii-d aud C<-1. l-Agler, bounty
‘i Ac iet'enc-. is conducted by W. H.
At; ru y.
Me Lciiau. and Gro. 11. Wallace, Ll-q-. Tin*
«
•urt then d.ic U. 1 tin- iiiipaiinelling <*i the
fli-

ate

O',

torn

>

it.

fhe prisoner who
iury to be proceeded with.
hud been -ittiug by his counsel, with a lean
►haven fie e and neat suit of clothes, was directed bv the < I* L to -land up. and wn- thu-ddressed—John T. Gordon : Y«»u ur<- now lobe triedup.>u your indictment. and these good men whom
l siiul! call are to pass between tin.* Male aud
if >'-u will object to any
.<-u upon your trial,
i>t them you will do it a- Hew are culled and before

they

are sworn.

1 lie nmni.
:r.

sliding

a

to

tie

••!!.>-

*v.i

juror- written

then shaken up in a box having j
it proved |
:, me* on- drawn out.

:
c-

be that of
II.

Joseph

il*- took tie- wane-.-

.bdin-oii

-land. and v.hW'.trn to give true answer- t<» I
To thi juror
such qi.- -H .u- a might b<- put.
and ail subsequent ones, Judge Applet* mi adthe ! blowing questions—
you r dated to prisoner or to linnna A.
ttordou: li iv< you anv •••niseicntiou- -eniples
which w ould prevail \»mr lindinga man guilty
5 ai; vile nee puni-Lable with loath, if -atistied
beyond a iv--‘<omtbIc doubt of his guilt ? Have
you anv prejudice -»r Idas tlnat would prevent
nou from giving a verdict in accordance with
law and evidences’ JI:iv you fanned -,j \pressed any opinion?
He replied in a sutiMart>>ry manner to ( ach of
*.re— 1
A

.■<

In an-wm to questiondi'-.-e in'en -gatori
by M'Lcliaii he said ic- i'.ad no opinion derived
from the
any. JP

h* didn’t take or read
.-paper.-,
m
ace.-pu-d. Mr. Krye then ;i«ithe oath alter tin* pre-eribed form,

new

as

..

tuxnist< reu
as follows—
Juror, look upon the j ris«m*-r. Pri-eimr. lock
You -wear that y«»u w ill well
upon the Juror
;ud truly try aud true deliverauec make betwe-n I
the .Stale aiid the prisoner at the bar, whom you
hull have in charge according to your evidence.
So help you God.
The box rattled again, and the name «.t Nathan French came out. Mr. French answered
the questions of the <’.»urt in a •■ati.Muctory
manner, neither counsel had anything t<> a-k,
uud he was s\\ orn in.
Elhanati W. Beimctr had -erupt.•- of conscience in regard to death penalty, and was excused.
Elijah Ilackctl answered all tie questions of
the Court, and after a lengthy examination by
the defence, was accepted, -worn and took a
"cat in the jury box.
13. I'. Field had scruples «»f conscience. and
was excused.
Richard For i pa-.-.vd the court’-, examination,
but was challenged by the defence.
John I.ibby said in* had forme*! an opinion
from reading the accounts in the Belfast Journal, and thought it wa- about the facts in the
Have frequently expressed an opinion
ease.
and have said 1 had no doubt, about it. lie was

excluded.

aid he \vn> liable to be
irresistibly drow#y, and couldn’t keep awake
while listening; to the case. He was excused.
James Haley -aid he had read the papers, hut
had uu irupre -ion only. He wn< accepted and
J.

Q.

A.

Davidson

-worn.

Reuben A. Rich, wa next drawn. AtP-r a
long consultation with the prisoner. h<- was acsworn.
cepted and
releg Sanford responded aright to all questions, out was challenged by the defence.
Franklin Webber had not read the account.-*
in the Belfast papers,and had formed no opinion.
and sworn.
Accepted
Hollis M. Howard, after interrogatories, was
accepted aud sworn.
J. jl. Whitm v nun lormeu tin opinion umi a
wtroiH; one. Ill-s opinion was based on newspaper accounts, but was a very strong one.
w as at the coroner’s
inquest. Excluded bv the
Court.
Mathew Drinkwator had formed an opinion
founded on what he had read in the papers, and
it would take some evidence to change it. Ex-

cused.

Amos T. Edmunds was all right in his rethe Court,
lie did not take the
Republican Journal at the time of the murder,
but did now. Challenged by the State.
Orchard C. Greeley had conscientious scruples
and was excused.
James Crocker said he had read the newspaper accounts, but he always made allowance
for newspaper talk. Accepted and sworn.
Rufus Knight said he was deaf and ill, and
was excused.
B. K. Blackstone was accepted and sworn.
H. H. Gove responded in a satisfactory manner and was sworn in.
William O. Cunningham, iu response to the
sponses to
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Full Till

Al l:,

ws;
<i-‘in \'.-ry handsomely and efleet«
; i
He ebmmenced by
ly i
renAndim tie juror- of the .-oleum and imIn this
:\e
duty imposed upon them.
p-r.ii
eoumy ti erjne- of murder i- happily one seldom o••.mined, it having been almost twenty
year.- s-inei :t capital trial has occurred. We
... a quiet, peace-loving comLav. -h

-..inch

but tin- demon of murder has >uddeuly'appeared, and a happy father, a devoted
wife and mother, and the beautiful young babe
were brutaiiy murdered.
The word murder is
a. ,V'.y- .jt fearful meaning, but it don’t express
T
tie- Lon o ef ,ai deed. Tlie uwful secret of
that nigh! only (me person knows. You are
nor here to deride who that criminal is. but
whether John 'I <-->rd m i- he.
That question
it i- your duty to decide—whether it was he
who’ iu bn.- darkn.-s- --1' night *-rept with :i\e
: :;d tojvb :• that n »om and did that awful de« d.
In determining this there are certain fixed principle^ of i. w t" be your guide. They are few
and simple.
Although three persons were
murdered, thi- b- to be a trial l«»r the death of
..•in
only, a- the law permits a person to be
tried for only urn- crime at a time. You are to
decide whether tin- prisoner is guilty of the
luiird-'i of lemma A. liordon, whom he is
charge 1 in tie- indictment with haying killed.
Murdm i- defined to be the unlawful killing,
with m.di'• aforethought, either express or
imp-lie I. -my human being. Malice in law is
dim-rent from tin word in its ordinary meaning'-: it mean- in reference to crime all wicked
and wr-.ngfu! arts, and where :i crime is committed the law pre-times malice. If in sudden
provocation and with ml for-•thought a per-on
When this j> done
i- killed, it is manslaughter.
with expres- malice aforethought it i- murder
in tb* Jir-l degree*, and punishable with death.
When otliorw.-e, it b murii.-r in th« second
and puni-nab].- !.
degvimprisonment for
1 \]>res- malice does not mean expressed
lit.
\ preparation. a- lying in
in words al.ni'
Wait is e-xpr- -s ,'ealiee. No better example ot
miir-a r in I!t«- lirst degree ran be furnished than
al.i-rri.1 -n
at Thorndike.
In murder trial- certain legal rules are in
lop1.
The innocence of the prisoner is to he
pr* -nnied lY'-m the h.'ginning, until heisprovde
a
broad -liield that covers all
j!
ltu 1!i\.
this von are bound. The buri'. upon the government.
den o! ;
The
amount of p-union) to authorize a conviction
-aim
in
.di
i- be
grade-of .-rime. In all cases
the ottenc' mu-t be proven beyond a reasonable
doubt. What i- a lea- 'liable doubt? It is not
a po—d nd-i—not the possibility of
guilt.
b vond tilt possibility of doubt
l*'"i if evYd.
were rerjmied. -carcely any one would be eonva tci.
it >- r« mired to be only beyond a reasonable doub1—a doubt that lias a reason for it.
In the ea-e *»f 11 if stat«* against Knight, the
Supreme < mirl >f Maine thus detines this:
••Reasonable dole i an -ueh substantial doubts
as intelligent men. with enlightened eon.-eieuces
aeting in.on principle- of sound common sense,
upon inatt« r- of highest moment, would regard." Volume- on Id not give a better definition than thi-.
is of tw*• kinds, eircumstantial and
1 widen
direct, if one sees a blow struck, it is direct
\ id •■nee. j; t it ia murder eases such evidence is
ven seldom had.
Murderers do not intend to
ha
witnc--cs.
Ylinost till guilt is proven by
anotlu r kind «•! testimony, that of eircumstaii< ireiim-tanb::!
«•*■-.
evidence i.- not of the
crime itsyh. but ot circumstances that surround
the accu-ed. Th<are to be proven, and the
jtirv t" draw uifeivnec.-. Ibis kind is generally
relied ujion in the matters of daily life. We
and know but little—vet we are
actually
rtaln "f mu* h more. If a person of
morally
cro<li!»i!it■ inform- you that a man prowled
a hoc
oiu
house at night, you would belie
it.
and it would be direct evidence.
15: if it at morning you lind that it has snow ed
during lie* night, and you sec the tracks
>f a man in your yard, you have cireum-tanti.** evidence more convincing than the
aw him, blit you know lie has
direct. Xu on.
been there. Vou an to weigh carefully, but
wlien circumstances are proved you are to
draw inferences as in daily life. More persons
arc w rongfully convicted from direct than from
circumstantial evidence, in this case we have
not direct evidence. Noon** can swear to having
If there was such a
seen the blows struck.
witness we should have no trial.
to the facts in the
came
next
Th’* Attorney
ease, going over all the family history, incidents
of the murder, motive-. Are., which have been
published in these columns, and arc therefore
omitted.
In conclusion Col. Fogler said that the jury
owed a duty and a weighty one to the community. The law gives to the accused safeguards,
but it is not the intention tlutf th** guilty escape.
The community is to be protected. When satisfied beyond a reasonable doubt that he is guilty
it is your dutv to bring in a verdict of guilty.
The protecting arm of the law must be about
all good citizens. The government desires perfect fairne-, in the trial—nothing more. It asks
that you make careful examination, and give a
verdict that your hearts, judgment and consciences will
approve till the last moment of
your lives.
mon;

■

w 11
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On motion of Mr. McLelhin the witnesses for
the government w ere excluded from the room,
so that they might not hear each other's testimony. The Attorn* y General gave notice that
he should ivqut '1 the -amo of witnesses for the
defence.
WIT.NUSSLS r«u: mi. sTYTr.
Ekhn A. Ward, sworn. I lived in Ihorndiko in
June last; worked lor Almon (iordon; began May
10th; on 10th of June was at my father’s; went home
Saturday night: got back Sunday evening; Almon,
his wife and children were at home; Anna Gordon
was in the elder Gordon’s part; it was on south
Hide of the house; they had sleeping room adjoining
front, on ground floor; his family was Mr. Gordon
and wife, Anna and John T.; Anna was his granddaughter; Almon had cook room and dining room,
and sleeping room: family all slept in one room;
Ira was live years old, babe about two; Johu had
front room over his father’s; the little girl slept in a
room hack of it; Eddy slept there, Almon’s son; I
had room north of it; Wesley Gilpatrick and Peter
Jiond were there when I got there; they stopued
till after sunset ; met John on the road near Harmon’s store; first, saw him at home after sunset; no
one with him; he asked Emma for some milk; she
told him there was some down stairs; he went and
some, and ate. supper in his room; she sent in
n bread by Anna; fie was in that room all the
evening lie asked Ira. the little boy, to sleep
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about the road bills, which had been shifted from
John to Almon ; they often passed without speaking;
they had a dog, a small one; heard no noise from
the dog night of murder; he always barked if
strangers came; never knew Ira to sleep with John,
nor John to ask him except that Sunday;
porch
door was open when 1 went out to go to Harmon's,
and entry door; didn’t hear any noise from Almon’s
room after I got down stairs; both families had
candlesticks, short tin ones; one of them was in
buttery that night; each family had one, Almon
usod kerosene; don’t know about the other; no
lights in lower part before I went to bed that night ;
on Saturday previous was peeling bark;
Almon,
John Ames’ and I were there; we had three ax* s,
all belonging on place; we brought two to house at
noon, and one at night, the bloody axe I examined
was one of them, the heaviest one
.Joseph (iordon
w as at work that Saturday; I went home immediately
after supper; axe was put away by Ames, in shop,
room ; when assisted touring out the body ol l-lnima
didn’t know sin had been murdered; learned it after
fire was out; the old folks started for Bangor m
morning; John was not there at supper; 1 never
saw'John in Almon's room to stop; when woke up
found no smoke in my room, nor in Joint’s room.
('uos.vK.\amim;ii. During last week, understood
John was going to Salem; Almon hired me; .Mm
had put in the crops; road bills were* turned over by
selectmen to Almon because John was going oil'.
Saturday night Joseph, Almon and .John w« re then-;
when went to work there, can’t say whether John
was there; when came out of room didn't see or
hear children; didn’t know where they were; cries
that awoke me were below; cant say if front door
was open; side door was wide open. 1 went out of
it; when coining back, didn’t hear John crying lire
until 1 got near to him; Peter and 1 ran as fast as
we 'could; John,
Peter and I got back together,
John went into north room, and I into old folk’s
of seeing any one in tindon’t
remember
room;
room, met no one in carrying it out; John and
were
both
peter
carrying out; [liere followed a long
examination as to search l»v Peter and young Ward
the talkjbetween them, evidently
and
for trumpet,
to show that Ward did not give the alarm ilia:
Almon and family were burning up. j San no blood
on John; saw no blood on white dress of litth hoy
<>r girl; saw John True’s hands on pump brake;
didn’t see John carry water; the first I pumped 1
carried myself; John was by pump then, testified
before Coronor’s jury about flames, hut not that they
were up to ceiling.
Wi:i>ni.si*a\ N.o l _»
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storm, was comparatively
light, but the interest was unabated among those
present. Klden A. Ward was recalled to identity
ol' the

sequence

the

axe

found

snow

the door sill.

across

Ward is

a

young

face, bright eye, and
clear complexion, and tell.- his story with the * vi
dent intention ol' relating everything just a- it ocI incurred. lie makes an excellent impression.
man

of

18, with

an

honest

he testified positively was tin* heaviest of tin--.used in the woods, and the one In discovered wln-r*
the murderer had dropped it aft< r his bloody work
ax**

appearance .of
of the horrors of the murder.
tin*

Tin

axe was

terribly suggest

iw

Clots of dried blood
blade and halfway up the handle,
nud adhering to thi? was human hair. <pots «.»f
tallow, lik*- drippings from a candle were also upon
were

upon the

the blade.

my own hands were not bloody from (In* corpses
that I know of: saw John at wor
hut saw no blood
the furniture; children were. at. our house when I
get back; they had a quilt about them; saw no
blood on their clothes or the quilt: father wa-, the
lir. t man i saw there; next was FJ.ihu
15amps; blood
on casing of door was in tin* entry.
John N. Harmon, sworn.
1 live in Thorndike
near the Cordon houst ; was aroused on the h»th
by an alarm outside went after the boys did; Peter
went tirst and Asburv m \t
J was l‘» feet beliind
him: 1 followed immediately: met Anna and the
boy. about i'» rod- I'nuu tin- Cordon bouse, tiny
were walking towards me; I did not
stop: Anna
said she was going to my hot;-' ; tirsl saw John on
the door stop; he came out with furniture; nothing
was said:
went into front door, and thence to
sitting room; came out and went to ell; John was
coming to trout entry; at ell Asburv brought out
body of Almon; 1 helped him; next wa nt to burning
room; smoke drove me back; next went to north
side of bouse outside: when went to dining room
A.-burv was ahead of me ; saw Ward helping bring
out Almon; when went round north side didn't see
John; I jumped upon window sill; heard faint groan,
and reached into crib, the tire scorching my hand:
threw o If tile clothes, and drew the body out of crib;
couldn’t tell who it was; went round amt put bodyin shed; it was a child, with clothes on lire; don't
know where John was then; saw Mrs. Cordon’s
body brought out 1 helped put her near her hus
bund: heard the child in the burning room scream;
went to bed room, and heat and lire drove me back:
they brought me two puds water, which 1 threw in:
then went out. and ran around to north side, -aw
John at well at one time, Fred rates passed me the
babe, the clothes in Humes, and a sheet that came
with it wa- also on lire, part dragging; put tin* babe
by father and mother; its clothes were all burned
oil'then; went to burning room again; was at north
side and saw Ward carrying water, from pump after
bodies were out; saw .John mar t lie pump, it had
given out: he was doing nothing: Wal'd said it wusingular that both pumps should give out at that
time; no reply was made; went home at 4 o'clock
the alarm wa- just before*
; Hr-t discovered the
murder after The tire was out, by examination ol'axe;
saw my son hold it up, can*! say whether John was
there; I examined bodie.-of Almon and wife, helped
remove bodie
to -bed; thi- wa- -<>on after examining t he axe; didn't see John looking at bodies u ben
1 left, or just before, saw John lying down a few
l'eet from bodies, on bis face; when Almon was
brought out, \\ ard, Asburv and my self won* present,
and no one else, nor when F.mina was brought out;
saw no one cl.-;* about at that time, had a talk at
my store with John short time before murder relative to Almon and the place, two weeks before the
murder; 1 asked why bis lather look Almon and
turned hint otf; he said he didn’t know; a-ked it no
reason was given; he said it was all -ati-facton ;
I
In*! said “their plans may not all .succeed \* t
asked •what did you -ay about plans
ami he re
the
sawthe
of
words;
murder,
dog
morning
pealed
crouched dovv n by the house, bad know n him ii\ e or
-ix years; lie alvvay-butked a. strangers, avid hail
barked at me; my-on got badly burned in the arms;
I am related lo tbe (iordon’s ; am .John’s cousin.
Cross F.xamilied.
John -aid the settlement oi hipay was satisfactory said his lather bad told him
be had made a trade with Almon, and shouldn't
want him any longer: 1 saw John pumping water
-inartly; after bodies were out it waone
whether tin* could b< put out;
om
-aid it
couldn't I** done; it w as before ibis that John was
pumping: the other pump wa- in ell, when axe wa.shown. A-bury'.- baud-wore bloody, know Joseph
Cordon, now on pho*. ; reported that lie once bad
deed of the place; did not examine pump handle for
blood; wen: heme at 1 o'clock, -aw tie children
t here.
<-e .• *n*i
Dull:
Direct resumed.
pump r-f•»r«
1 threw the two pails <>i w atei
1 he t w.. j.. i 1 «>1 watei v,
Cross Eva mined.
passed t" me l'roiu entry of ell.
1 i\
i lilm Humps, -worn.
about loo rods west
of Cordon hou.-e; there w a- no house bet wecu ; w a
aroused that night by my wife, went into road,
could see nothing and wen: to bed; heard a in>i-e
and got up again; heard -oiue one running it was
l'eter Harmon who said (ho-doii's house wh- alire
and all were in it : went up there, and saw John
lirst after gettingtthere, saw J _\. Harmon •hm ing
up window; John ua- at Well crying: ht didn't
pump. I carried t\\. pails of water t<> window ;
A-bury .inn p <1 in and w helped him in ; he asked
where tin- children were; went ami a.-k-d J.dm
where tlie children ware; lie-aid lie didn'- know;
I went up stairs, and found no one; Mr Harmon
brought I ra round t he house I pumped more water,
ami just a- I got it to the- w imlow they pissed out
the balm; saw Alnion and Emma lying there; got
quilt and -beet and wrapped them up. and took her
in my arms and carried her into sheet; also helped
carry Almon In; when I went round the corner
John was ly ing on ground near the corner, with his
head on a piliow. or bedding, lf> minute- aftei carr\
ing in bodies ; this w.u-;afler 1 went up ,-tairs for quilt.
when l came round to tin bodies don’t recollect
seeing John; lirst learned about tin murder when
V.-bury showed tin axe; after -eeing John on
ground, next saw him at south-east corner of house ;
he wa< walking from the front; put his hands on my
shoulder and asked me if 1 could savi- Almon ; 1 su’d
••No, he i- deadIn -aid what w ill my poor moti
do; saw blood on his wri-t. and on hi- vest, under
tin-arm; can't -ay w liicii hand it wa.-on; tin* food
on the hand and on \e-t were on -aim -id* ; lie
stood so half a minute ; lie w ent back towards pump,
and -poke to Stephen Kami, and asked tin s;llu,
question; didn't hear Mr. Kami's reply; next saw
-John near bodies, be was in u chair. in was crying;
some one was sitting by him
next aw John in the
orchard, hack of the house; Edward Khilbriik v :•
with him; John was sitting on a rock crying, km w
tin- dog; tin y had k* pt him about four years,
always harked at -tran r-; had barked at 'me ; -aw
my wit' wlii'ii -he cairn t- u mbiute- after I came,
didn’t -»<• her at t'm pun j>, didn t see .1 dm cam ing
water: water had been thrown m at window before

lire was nearly out in bed-room;
parlor; Alphonso kinjlt down by
Emma's clothes were; bad learned
by Anna that Mrs. Gordon was burned; John
came up as we passed out, and
dropped on
ground; we went towards shed and John followed. and as we went in shed liewmt into
ell;
we came out together with II. W. Woods;
we
saw John
sitting down in ch.-ur; E. J. Bcssce
was with him; he sat there
to
fall
long enough
out, and fell over sideways, and lav on his
lace;
he w as helped up In Bessee and Woods; he said
**!ot me be, my nose bleeds," and
dropped back
to the ground: "Woods got some, water that lie
asked for: John washed his nose: ] saw no
Mood on his nose; he dipped his hand in ftnee
or twice:
it was ten feet from the bodies;
Rand was with me, and we went to the east
'Ode Ol house, we went opposite the well; Stephen Rand wa> with us; John followed us;
asked Mr. Rand if he could save Almon; didn't
hear his reply: I left and went hack: John
w ent to front door, and
dropped on the ground ;
he lay a moment, and went into the house: 1
went in afternim tothe sitting room: he staved
there ten minutes sitting in a chair: some la<licwen* there; Mrs. Bessee said, as she came in,
that they were nut burned but murdered; John
wanted to know what she meant, raised himselt up and rested on her shoulder, and as -he
started he tell bn lloor: lie went up stairs, j
with him, and changed his stockings; thev
w ere colored
ones; he had no shoes : w e came
down: In* had one hoot and one loot with stocking only; the other boot was not there, altlio*
then* were two; he went next and [slipped
down where bodies had lain :
Rich came
along and -aid he would get cold; he -aid
“is tin* Moody water here?” he then went
found house to orchard, and almost to ihe
lane; l followed all the way; wen1 then* an
hour; H. \\ Wood came, Edward J. Woods,
and others; a- we came hack, he wanted me to
leave him, as lie wished to go towards the pastlife: I told him I would go with him; he had
a
knife in hi- hand, and glanced at. me; took
the knife out twice; thi- w a-after he wanted
me to leave him; from there he went back the
same w ay
round north sale, and -at down on
trout stair-, thence to hi- room; to minutcafterjhat Raymond Rich, .Morton. Ratal and
other- came up: I stayed there till the Sherit!"
took him away at .*» o'clock in the afternoon;
Rich -aid it was his duly 10 search him for
weapons; A. K. Bump- wa-in the room, soon
after We well! up; they talked; he asked
John why he did not "trv to put the tinout and get (lie bodies out; lie -aid h> could
not: Rumps -aid
be
I
ufI
win mu
didn't try to get 1 hem out
John said l" could
not. 1 -hall answer no more mic-tioiisJohn
had dinner brought to him. -one* pie and cake.
a knife was brought with it ; he took the knife
and sharpened it on the hearth: lie stepped to
bureau w la-re his dinner was. and lay tin* knife
oil bureau w itb hi- hand on it
I look ii aw av
-mile cii'1 olit-hie made a remark that .lohu
heard: lie -aid there i- one man who is glad
the\ lay il to me, thal man is l>a\id Dyer; last
spring had talk with dolin, on the (Jordon hill:
we were going up: we talk' d about the farm:
I a>ked him if he had got done sawing wood:
said tlnn wa> no trouble only for that damned
whelp: lie had better be careful : I'll re member
him: he -ai< 1 tie name of tie- whelp wu- Almon <Jordon
Cross ex.
Didn't Know what the trouble
was then, hut since !• •rn it w as about a sawing machine: live person- wen- in the morn
when lie sharpened tie- knife.
At this point the court adjourned to Thurs-

day

morning- at b o'clock.
.Vlhbiou has been made in the paper* to an
important letter recently discovered that will be
put into the ease. The facts in regard J«> it, are
these ; Some weeks ago. while the sheritf was

transferring the prisoner from his cell to the
corridor for his daily exercise, (Jordon pointod

something

to

on

the floor,

neurone,

of

the outer

grated windows, and sai«l What is that‘r** The
sheritl picked up a piece of wood around which
was wrapped and tied a letter.
Thislett. r was
••

addres-ed

to

(J

»r«lon, and read

a-

follow-—

is?:*
Yarmouth
.June j'.i
Mr .John I (J onion.
I -e- byjhe paper* that \oii are
arrested and lodged in the Belfast .1 ail for the murder ol the < Jordon l.uuilv. now you remember when
wc came down on the boat from
Bangor to Belfast
on die :d day of June ’a-t, l ask* d sou
something
about your t arther s turning you of, and taking
your brothei to carry on the farm, after h had Jiceit
w »rk. and
away
you had done the most of the
I pirtied y ou, l'or 1 thought you was not used
work
well, and t hud a iutere-t for myself in my mind.
1
thought perhaps it'you got possession of the prop
eriy.that I mint* g»t a present out of you. -<> I
made up mv mind to poison the whole family if ever
1 want to Thorndike, and that would throw tin
Well after going on the
property into your handisland and
round untill the 1 day of .June, I
back
to
1
horndike
and
got
lay <d in your Farther's
imrmon ‘-amen ire r.iunt.
barn -unday. and the dog barked at me. 1 gave him
\.
Cross
When eiiiJdr. u w ere pa.-wd oni, John
some
uu-at
with
on
it
and In- did net troidde
poison
-ee llilll
was at the well; didli
pUTllp ; 1 WUS Heal"
me again.
1 saw your brother and the hired man
the window Ward was l.iingim- v\ater; didn’t know
I
to or three times through tin*
suppose
who pumped it; when John was lying (town the tin
day Well
1 mad'- up my mind to get into the house that night,
wa: ifa!' out; but the bodice were a!’, out; I inrob
then
brother,
in
the
tea kettle
your
put
poison
going after -lot lie for the bodies 1 did this before and lea\
so in tin- night I took an ax. found the
tiro was out, 1 had not carried water; bodies wen
dooj
not
lit
a candel, and found -oioeihinir
fastened,
out door-. 1 am -ure lVter Harmon said tin ho
to '-at tinm pm on
tmck l touml there, went to
w a
burning and flew \vre all in it.
vour brother's room. ami while getting his money
Hosanna Cordon the little girl heretofore called
he v.ok< up.
I struck him with the a\, when his
Anna,,! sworn. 1 wash years old last October; live w ife
wok. iitil shared tile same Jute ol' him.
I had
with grandfather; have lived there <-v»-r since 1 run
to stop tie- noise < l't he children.
I got a gold ring
remember; was at home when house was on tii*«•
s 1‘.in
aud
set
the
bed
money
wmu
afire,
Into
dont know what dav in the week it w.e ; that niirht
anotht room and whin- in there 1 heard some hotly
l and Kdd\ went to Air. Hannon’s. Kddy slept with
corn*
down
stares
ami
l
out
o(
the
got
houv
anil
me m .si room to l nol- John had to g.i through hi1 hid under the shed till night before
tluu was all.
room. Kddy and 1 went to bed together, lm dent m
1
could
there
>o
manv
fir,.
get
away,
p,
his crib in bedroom, tin baby slip- there; ijden i
holoring
every dirreetioti. John all I van ilo for vmi i-toeonWard lived then-. don't know it he had gone to bed
fe-- tIn* truth Ihr I did the murder and \.»u tb'd mg
when ! w .-nt ao- nv nj p"i in eookroom
trra.,.lknow ativthiug :J>oui it nor tmv uny hand in it.
I
i'atte aiol grandmot her were gone to Hang..i I note
'loin ii myself half drunk.
1 am Hirn for ii.
John ate his supper in -itting room; 1 carried hread
thought
you was to lioston all the time but 1 -e.-niand milk t" him; Aunt Kuiin:: sent me in co a-k him
von had not. so l will write and confess that 1 done
if he wanted it don't know win re he was when w«
the murder, and semi it to you by a friend of mine
went to bed; he asked Ira to sleep with him; lie was
that is going through there in two or three months
in sitting room. Ira 'aid no; when 1 went to Air,
and 1 will take care of myself when-the officer- will
Harmon’' I had on a pink dnsi;jdy uotliing bin
not find me.
I don’t •>**»• how they came to take
night govvii. Kncle John Wok« u- up that night in
for tin murder uln n von did not know anythin*1you
said gei up, v.< we-nt dowu stairs; l noli-John car
about it. good by John
show this m ,»ur law vc”.
ried Kddy; Inch John brought me tin* dress; when
good bv forever from your unhapv friend.
lie went for it I -taved.in tin entry, wot e pair ot'
1 H Mll’l.s \\. (,KI.I.\I
hoots ot unde John’s that night; 1 got boots for
in a .slip of paper wdh tinKddy, oat of shop; when I w.e gone don't know
foregoing letter wa
where John was, 1 put hoots on Kddy; it wu« at the
written the following
door, when I woke John did not tell me whr I w.i( harh (ilveUr
Mr. tfordou.
gave me thi- ietie-to get up; there ua- smoke in tin-room ; wnen w»
to mail to > *'•!,:.- j told i was
went to Harmon's had a quilt ahonf us iha’ John
going th ..ugh P,«
ami I would either mail it oi
to go to Air. llarmon's, don't
carry it to you in one’
got for us; in- told
month or -o.
v.-use me for tin* d< hr*
but h*.it i-.
/know whether 1 went to another ro: in; in going 1
1
y our 1-Viemi.
1,. II
’met Kldeii. I’eter Harmon and John; met In -id.
lviiott Cabs, lun Hand. Air. Hand and others weiu
The pnmi*euli.m will claim that this Jetb r
to dining room to ask Aunt Kmmn if l
go,
might
\\a> written by tin- prisoner, and
went to bedroom door; it was not open
1 opened i:
dropped then*
there' was a trunk behind i! asked her if l might go
cith(ir b\ hiin>clt <>r some <.m i.*t him, with Ihe
she -aid nothing; asked In t twice; heard some <<m
purpose «.f pulling lln- officer-. on a la 1st -c< m
say “ednh-ar!" it was Aunt Kmina,, there was tiro on
bed; the crib was not art tv; there was lit’!.- bin/, in
writing will I..- introduced to show
places; i climbed up to clock to n-e the time, it waitifit the lellernml t!ie enclosed scrap are bnih
IiltJe past three; climbed up in chair; then went
front entry; John was uti! hollering lire, when
in (.or.lon's hamlw citing The defence will inI went in he was
in entry ;
can’t
remembe;
sisl that they are genuine doeinmU-. and ;o-i
to -John
about the fire; f doin':
•*

loafing

j

play

pails

only

parlor;

June;

crying lire';

ell door,north side: John was sitlingon trough
washing hands: we went into house into dining

lv\peris*in

what tiny purport t«» Im*.
The
<

>mi.
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passed since that tearful ami
memorable night, when the pride

A y ear ha-

the Belfast fire was communicated
from my vcs -el and that I have lately been

■

ever

-If the Belfast tire took from
ot the schr.
illago, tlie sparks must have gone farther
t" '■ indward Ilian 1 ever knew them to do

the Bostonian’.- exultant heart,—those tat
of granite, marble and iron, briet
and mortar—melted like tin early winter
snow under the fen cut heat of the meridia;
sun, a- the resistless Maine- spr-ad fro;.,
building to building and bom street t"

in

street

in

The

smuggling,''

captain ly piles

sparks living from the funnel

..
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Letter from Boston.
< nir*

sion

For tile belief that
communicated from this vesban- two reasons.
The first is

strong

as

'Ac

lire

sel,

we

>.

i

!

a

farther say

u

exj»iration

In

Village,

column in the ('antdcii
llerahl, in respect to an item in this paper. The item he says “gives an impres-

nearly

.'I engaged

WILLIAM II. SIMP 80 N

breeze."

a

that

a
jury of inquest, after
patient investigation and the

when

apparently.

ravenously and fed upon

m
persistent 1\,
for naught that tin ingenuity of man could
devise or’his hands execute had jiower n,

and

long

a

stopping only

:

their Merer hunger had heroine tilled b\
the princely bam|Uet they had attacked

was

-worn testimony ol witnesses, returned a w*rdu-1 under oalli that the tire came from (
tvhet'i they should lie turned leu
apt. say
l ve
from their onward and remorseless march
vessel,
rite second ground of he
liel is that on the
Vnd the vear has passed not unimprot ed
morning alter the lire
we vi -ited (
on that Sin d ty morning after the
Where,
on
hoard his vessel,
'apt. Frye
still lying at the wharf where the lire great eonllagral
was an unmeaning
originated—that lie then and there pointed chaos ot blackened and looking ruin-,
here and there lighted up by their air 1
the spot where his vessel lav on the
preflames
vious afternoon, and that ii was
unwilling to giv- up tln-ir pret
directly
to the windward ol
Dennett's -ail-loft. when thu air re-on ided with the asthma!
I he trouble with the
is that he pull's of the dingy and -oiled steamer
1

■
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paper

The
1 lie
trial

Tiehboriie

Case.

ivniavkah!-.-

most

that

Lnyland

and immv

ha- known t:*r

which the evening before trundled I'm;
from their several houses in all the brat ei

recollects

...

Snhscrihers are reque-tcd t., take noth-, ..i :in
date on the colored slip> attached to lie* paper,
it
i- the only form of receipt now used
i-'or in-lam v.
I
Ma\ 71. means that the -ut -.a iption i- jmi.l to that
date. W hen a new payment i~ made, the date will
Ichanged to eorre-point, and > P„S( Itl P,I.K> A P I
Kl.<)t l>n.t) lobfi: Hi.VI 1IIKIIM. \ t l.< \ui.
C< Ht ItKi I
Suh.'-eriber-' ! it ar:« .i
i.
u.
;o
|
!
forward the sum due

tiny

main

years is about t reopen. that I'm drridiuy
the per-onal iileutilv m tin* rlaiman! 1,«»
the title and edale>
i
tin- Id i: >mnr

differently at difterenl times.
regard to the smuggling unpre--ion,

In

seized “lor

of

was that the vcs-el had been
iolation el the revenue laws

language

our

\

i' i- ’.in-' that 1 was required to bond
my
ve--el. l.nivf.e Atlui ,-rime or mi-denitnmor I
to l.e ailed to all -we r t
I flu not know tor
ii- >»-!
I have iu.it been informed.
Wln-n the
bets are Known tlie Ihqn bliean .lourna! will
do me in-jiee
M\ lvpntatton i- worth .nothing lo me. e-pteiallf at h .me.
All right, captain. When those meddleon

tin-

Dobbin shots

drum

win

;

the

description heavily laden with merehai;
disc, and tlie surging crowd-. >f anv

.1111

leilows

and

tile, the measure.I
tramp of armed men. the i-iatter of hoi—feet over the pavement the hour-.- cry
the tii-mien. tile ru-h of vehicle- f evei

1 he eaplaiu seem- iohruean
impression
that there i- trouble of some kind, for In-

cine

of sihei

brilliancy

and

paint

the

eiti/.eii- and strangers free
turned tin New luiglaml
a babe! nt d
i-i-daiit noises
rise beautiful an 1 stat
triumphs of aivltiti-epiral an and nimu
ments and por-i-t !;i .-m-i
jy and i-i.!--".i
aide pluck
curioti-

or

mile-

away,
Sabbath into
there now

their

hand, just let us know vital, they charge
We don't
you with, and well print it
want to rob you of
It
your reputation
wouldn't be worth a ecu I to it-.

--

nu may think Ihi- i>• >;i-iii*<4
N
tvhal of ii
Who's a better right
i
lamily. 1 hr ideinitiemkm m the ;>»-r-<mwill In- permitted, nay, •• xj>c» tI 1
<>i indivi Inals, liviny or dead, i- a matter
Mi.
'um tiliril
rum duly inspecti-<I and
a little youi ..-If when vonr anno
concern iiy
which
lie- nnv-(
hmivdibje approved li\ tlie prohibitory law, is no dulge
u
si ..u tinconn's round,
sary
e
mistakes ha\ hem. mad'1, and from v, hdh longer to be dispensed at tlie
shop ovetl- aheailctivenc.
j
In
■!\
!i*
every
have spruny -om< <>I tin- nm-t absorbiuy l’ied I*;> r.aton Shaw
Our late friend disi have.
Ami if yam had been obliged
trials known t>« ei\ 11 ami criminal juris- appears from public gaze as the incumcross tlic district now alnn.si itself agai
prudence. On thi- sid,. ,a the Aikintd bent of that high olliee, and the two or
twice daily for a weary twclvcmoni:,.
we ran
1 the titl e, hundred ollieial rum shop-tiiat knew
have hut sliym < limanin thunder, lightning, and in rain, wading
him ill a business way will know him no
amount of c.xcitrnmnl w hieh th*- 1 • i11»• *nm
mini most profound. *>ailing A.
more
matter excites in Lnyland.
Bottle, cask, puncheon, keg. bung, through
of brickbats and Apennines "! jugged
We, haw heretofore yivea mm a'.
m
lie
spigot and faucet, lie lias gone
anddi/.
Ot this ease.
\ ouny Koyrr lhelib. -rue. “sparkled, exhaled and went" into iiisol- granite, climbing perpendicular
heights of iron column-, and e-upi • to a
In otlieia; phrase his
with a taste ibr a roviny life went io sea, "'twy.
resignation
of tini1
plentiful!
ami di.sappi‘ared utierlx for t'wcntx warn, lias been accepted, and a successor ap- frightful precipices
with treacherous nails and i
provided
Tim
man
who
will in future on
the vessel in which he wa- known ... haw pointed.
skliims slivers: one day told by the sentn
sailed was lost, but the claimant asserts trol this great radical apothecary simp is
couldn't go i'.cn
eel
In nc\
that he was picked up by an American William C. Mow of Portland. Perhaps lie ymi
couldn't go there; been ...mpeib-d
w ill murk tlie rock on which liis
vessel, the. O-prrw, and lauded at .Mid
predecesthat coursi mythically dcmie'.liln
With industry and adopt
bourne
Thenceforth he claim- (•■ have sor split, and avoid it.
saf’e-t. to w it, the longest way round ",
and
a
economy,
fair
led a wanderiny life until ii nn-unvd to
knowledge of the home to the bosom of
your family nigh'
him to yo home and look alter hi- inheri- rum business, the place ought to maki a
after night, muihhd to tinoat coll i,
tance.
The opinion of tho>e who had fortune for the appointee, if he can hold
hat knocked 1 : from the fall tin
your
it
a
few
years.
(
William
can
Perhaps
known younyj Koyrr are about e.jualh
of an a.\e, hammer u other met a! 1.
I low it may lie, done.
dixidcd tm* and ayain-, !)<• cia.iiumit. the
(for -neh things has- .hi y.-at -In wit
mother briny amon
tho-e who m- »yni/.e
I'll,
tits -I nova in .Maine o ariliou. wleuv loy ally to the law of gravity t rniv jiatheta 1
liim as lier sm«
Hup make starch front potatoes. [Boston post.
your- I I teg pardon —.coalers ga
i>\
The greasiest town is Bristol, where
l’osteri!;. may lux tin -.me pr* *rr
ing horribly from main an ugly 1
| Which tile Tiehbt il’Ue problem » a be limy squeeze the oil out of millions of you
rjeh ih Iren tieeiug from i"il in ter: r r
solved. Tlm‘piv-em yeimr.-'t i«m il i nkejx porgics
The tightest town
Bunitord. the
young anil trusting person von j. -v-'tiI’he coolest town
'will pa
awav. no wi-er than w h
the
Tim led to tie- altar
Winterpori
running on in the tin
trial lir-t bcyan. Tim la-; vd.
Hie
mo-I pious town is ParsouslieId Thi most
di'i raeting manner, and upbraiding y
dean Louie, the steward of dm Amrri
literary town is Pen-ob-seot. rite most
■

■

1

■

tor

can

vessel

fax

(bjina

the

or

id with

x\

statemeuis. that in tlm main -ax or
'flieir n latem i,, actual
facts are not always as elo-c as miylit
be desired, but blmy form a h-lerabh

of the romantic.
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complete vtory
statement
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x
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should
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or*
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I hat

many

but
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There

ollo-r remarkable

haven't
them all.

time

we

an

places

is over,
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a

the

in the Male,

day

V.'i'k Sun argili— that t:i■
1’ivsiili‘Ht i■:in In’ limili il to
'iijury
Tin- ?■;!•• -sin.I l.ikmi l*y thi"
•,him a y iMt
-mi i
i hai tinappropriation art incivasiilg tin- I'rrsiiloiif' -alari ti■ s.io imiii ah
a ml a ill~ a sivtiou
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iiiijinnaiii 'iaiemem |m \ i«i»•»i mo
counsel t'ol’ the ( l’.iwu d-»e- net
<

far-seeing
-'•lid

Australia and procure another wit
ness who shall I -1 i f \ that t Is* *r« v,a- in* -ueh
vessel as the Ospro\ at lie- line- tin real
■

Tiehbonve was -uppu-<*d {•> haw b< eii
wrecked "ii the Leila filial Louie hintsell wu- ne\ er in An-I rail $ and the -tate-

lately made hy

lnent-

him

ou-eomn!

1v

worthies-. The main point
throughout
this long exatminaii<*11 i-lieied were, that
the claimant had with the partv on Leant
tin* < tsprey gone to Melbourne arid tlnan e
the gold digging
ing- extending over

that alter
a

u

aud«*i

of in-ariv

period
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w

can
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largei
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some
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striking place is Knox. The most venerable place is (day. The most unsophisticated is (ircene. I he most triemlly towns
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flic musical
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he
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One
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I left Matcli I-land
i dand t e-t. died l he

coming hmin' in -ici, -laic, it
xperienced a tithe oi the misery u
daily traveller through this vale of tea;

tearing town is Biphp. 1 he most lien ad
place is Kina. The Wettest tdwn is Brooks.
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i ilton. commandant m tin-
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letter of
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e

lyre,

times;
on him, nor on trunk, nor on door; saw blood
up stairs on door casing; I went through that door;

1
1

questioned

Peter N Harmon. My father U J N Harmon,
live half a mile from Gordon's; heard alarm ol lire
Jam- Kith; heard some one breathing hcavv. and
some one hallooing “tire;” 1 jumped
up, shoved
window and asked where; lie said the < iordon house;
didn’t recognize him; my brother Asbury slept with
me; went out of house across orchard to road; over
took Ward below the store; about twenty-live roils
away from house; he was running, so was I ; asked
him if he had been elsewhere, he said no; we kept
running; saw children ami John ; he looked nearest;
children on side road; John near the middle; In*
said come quick;” no halt made; we ran to house ;
all reached tne door together; asked John w hat to
do first; door was open; he said clear the house;
1 went in and brought out two chairs; Ward went
to same room; saw John at work on trunk in front
entry; went back to parlor; door was shut; I open
ed it'; I brought out a table and books; coming out
John was still at the trunk; he said “no use for
two or three to work, must have more help;*’ 1 came
•mying
anything
back, and asked Ward about trumpet we went to tr\ to put tin' tiro
out; did not try to get an\
porch door; he went in at open door; vve went to one to put it out, that I know of; after
l came out
cook room, ami I went round looking for trumpet
diningroom. 1 believe 1 -aw John; don't remembei
vve went to shed next; and 1 started lor Bumps; as I
what 1 said to him; when we started to go to Mar
the folks
I passed front door, heard someone sav
moil’s don't know when- he was; no one k»M me In
are all burning up;” i went down liili hallooinggo alter Kddy's hoofs; don't know where mv-diocwent to Larrabee’s; halted at K. Bunin’s and routed
W'el'e ; CUll't think wllai 1 said to John ill the elli f\
them; it was the first house; returned to Gordon's,
"'hen John told me to gel up don’t know if lie -aid
the bodies were out then; saw John at front of
anything else; when I looked into room didn't ina;
house on ground; I stopped there half an hour: met
Ira or tile baby; think it w;*s Aunt Kmina who said
John on top of knoll, iu coming to tire left parlor
"oil dear” from tin- voice remember testifying at
door open when I came out; some smoke in parlor,
Kiiiimi had a candlestick; grandmother
inquest.
sitting room was full; saw smoke soon as I came in
bad one too; tin and brass ones, kept on mantle
sight of it; it was not dark morning; have noticed piece; I.mma kept her’.s in buttery; grandmother
dog; he would always bark at strangers that went na.s hers now; kerosene lamps were used there
by.
grandmother kepi her oil in a bottle; can’t mv,licet
Cross ex—When I overtook Ward In* did not t**11
the shape of it; can’t remember what I said to Kddy;
me the folks were burning up; when got near the
w asn’t stout enough to put t lie lire out; John kilt vv t he
house heard John crying fire; he turned and ran
fire was in bed room tluor beeau.se he w ent there he.
back sure the front door was open; John went into
fore I did ; heard him open and -hut it; saw him w ien
house first; Ward heard question “what is it best to
he went out, he came back where I was; didn'i *el!
do /” and didn’t say anything about getting folks
me ihe room was afire; can't remember that I
iid
out; as we went in John stopped at his trunk ; Ward
anvtiling to him about the tire; nor that I did to
and I went to the left; when in room getting thingCaudle stick shown.! (irandmuther a id
anybody.
out. nothing was said about Alinon or his wife or
aunt Kmina had ones like this
one is there mo
children; coming back second time John was on
they am- both alike; when 1 left the bedroom 1 -hut
step; did not see Ward; went round house and the door just as 1 found it; t 'aw Aunt Kmina; can't
overtook Ward* he said nothing, nor did 1; before
remember about the baby, John was
strapping Idthis I had asked for trumpet of John and Ward retrunk in the entry; can’t recollect whether be ton >-•
plied; Ward wus near corner of house; when we after 1 vveiit in. hud put
dress
on before I wein
iny
went into side door I did not see tin* axe; I did not
in; told idiom the--- things at the inquest; 1 mn’i
ask at all where Almon was, nor did Ward or John
rrnif mber that I told John that uncle Aim,m mid
tell me; when in cook room neither opened the backKmina we:, in the hed-rooin burning u]i; don’t re.
door; John when we mot him had no vest, but pants member that I told uncle John
tint if 1 wa- him 1
and rubbers or stockings oulv, his suspenders hung would
put "ater on tin* tire, when John got the
down; don’t know about a blind being taken off quilt he said I must
it
round
me. and 1 did,
wrap
house; from time vve met John till I left for Bumps, don't know whether it was before I saw the
fire;
no one suggested that Alinon and family were in tinIra never -dept with uncle .John; I’eter Holm ami
fire.
Wesley Oilputriek were the only ones there that dav ;
Asbury IIarmou, sworn. Am brother ol lYier; wlicn we went to Harmon's tin quilt was around ti'
lived lit' home with my father; on June ldthwa*
both. 1 put it on us 1 named }-. idv part ot tin- wav.
« rih'-i'.Mimmi'd.
awoke by my brother jumping out of bed; lie* threw
.101111 nns u.*\cr ,-at uowt
to
\\ itli Almon’-folk-that I :< iu« u>l>< r; don' nand
leaned
out.
and
said
John
Gordon’*
table
window
up
buildings were atlre; Peter came out first; I put on member about my breakfast; remember l)oi -!as
and hat. and coat, and boots; couldn't si «who worked
and Iru slept w ith him. but Ira
pants, when
I got out; met little girl and boy on the
never >Jept with .lohu, .John woke me first that
Peter
then
see
one
didn’t
didn’t
hud
took
else;
knoll;
stop there; morning,
any
Eddy dov. o and I followed I v. aHose to tItem ; John hollered lire in the yard; the
heard cry of lire as I came along; first saw John he
door wa- open; lie told us to go to'Mr. liarmoi
was near front door doingnothing; asked him what’s
best to do, he said '‘clear fit** house”; he opined didn’t see Ward until 1 ne t him in the load.
lviK/tt Cutis, .-worn. Live in Thorndike om him
front door; also parlor door, and stepped into fitting
dred rods from (Jordon place, near Harmon’.--tor.
room; I carried out some chairs ; didn’t then see John
went back to parlor,didn’t see John; took out looking
Jieard alarm of lir. night ol nmrder and got up, am
glass; then asked John where were the rest ol the my brother and lather, we all went to tie lire; ran
family; he says “oh dear, dear, they are nil burning w iiat 1 could; met the children half wn\ b.lue.-u;
when 1 got there saw .John at the
up in the other part!” I said let us save their bodies;
pump, I went to
he said nothing; started round the corner of the
pumping, and carried water to the window; then
house; met young Wand, who led the way to porch went homo with my brother; -aw John in the irouch
door; saw the axe lying across threshold of door; washing his haiuls'and face; saw Mrs. Klilm lium:.took it up and threw it out to wood pile; went to
at the
pump. while 1 wa- It ere; -aw Ed Philbi ick ;
bedroom, Ward first; he pulled off bedrail; I v cut in met l’hilbrick and Kami a- 1 ! !l m-t turning in at
took Almon out; bed was afire in spots, most at
did mu -<•<• no brother
gate; my mother v,a*, th.i.
foot, about two feet high; Almon was on front side take babe out.
on his back; laid boijy iii yard; returned to bed room;
No cross examination.
Samuel N’. Bumps, -worn. Live a: fborndike -la
my father had then arriv ed, and I saw him in diniim
room; I took out Mrs. Gordon’s body; the second tion; remember lire at tlieliordoit Inm-e, heard the
time I didn’t get into room, the smoke drove me; 1 alarm by I’etcr Harmon; went to the house; when
came out for breath; Ward was in entry then; reachI got there ,1. X, Harmon and sons, and L. Cate- two
ed in and swept arm over bed, got hold of 31 rs.
sons and John (Jordon were tin re; John was wash
Gordon’s arm and dragged her to entry door, when
ing his hands in the trough ; the bodies were out ol
Ward helped me; laid her by her husband; went
tin-house; lire was not our, und 1 carried water from
back to room, anil saw father throwing water in;
the pump; didn’t see John carrying water; went
us there
told him thought there had been foul
home about sunrise; carried water !<. bed room win
was a bloody axe; went up stairs looking for Peter;
dow to Asbury Harmon; -aw the babe when it wawent tUroqgh gjl rogijiB on south side; I hadn’t »eeu
curried aromid the house; didn’t see Mrs. Elihu
him since 1 came; when came round house to go
Bumps ; remained idl bodies were carried lo the shed :
there saw John near the front door; he was taking
saw tin* a\e when Harmon showed it; the dog alof
Almon’s
to
window
outside
out
went
ways harked at p- opl-- passing; examined trough
;
things
ol water I
and water after John washed, about two quarts,
room; no one there; I threw in two
found there; when came down stairs did not see
stained with blood, knew of murder when A shun,
John; I got into the room by window, amt Samuel shew axe, and examined water afterwards.
Cros- ex. l-’irst told here of the bloody water;
Humps passed me water; 1 threw it on bed; saw the
babe ana passed it out to Fred Cates; didn’t see Ira;
was at Coroner’s inquest and testified, blit not t<>
bed
was
then
till
fire
was
the
afire;
out;
this, because I dide.'i want t»* g. | drawn into the
stayed
went round to’south side or house; saw John there;
matter.
he came along by bodies, he was Vi feet off from
Mrs Elihu Bumps sworn. Wa at (Jordon
dit)
them; he made a crying noise a boo-hooing, stretch- of lire; my husband went, and 1 started inplace
ten min.
ing himself up, crying “oh dear,” &c.; 1 went be- utes after; I walked or ran up there; was alone; saw
tween hint and boclies, and took up axe, held it up John at
pump ; as i want in; said nothing to him,
for people to see; John was near then; 1 said “Gensaw my husband at front door; went round the coitlemenjiere Is an axe,ant) 1 want all to examinpit”; ner towards barn; went but few steps, saw the
John said nothing, and did not look at it, that I rethe child was there; went to
bodies, on the
collect ; I soon alter went home,before sunrise; didn’t the pump; saw ground;
John there, doing nothing; spoke to
see John again before I left; when I shew the axe,
asked if he knew where Almon and Emma
him;
four or five were there; knew the dag; they hud
were; he said they were burned up, said he was not
kept it about six years ho would bark at strangers at home, and did not know where lie was;
nothing
always; had barked at me often; saw him that morn- more was said, and I went home; 1 did not
knowing lying near the corner of house, when I was then of the murders, not until 1 got home nearly,
bringing out bodies; saw him in shed afterwards, and then heard from Samuel X. Bumps, Stopped at
lying by the bodies; saw a candlestick in the crib, (Jordon’s not more than twenty minutes. It was
alter the fire was out; it was of tin or white iron,
not sunrise when 1 got to depot.
with a large bottom; saw no trunk in front entry; it
Cross ex. Ward was ulsq at t lu* pump; he came
was beside the door step; while bringing out bodies
for water.
did not see John about; not until J went to the front
Edward Phil brick, sworn, i live in Thornto look for Peter; first went into
John open
he is a
ed the door; he went into the sitting room; in going dike; was at Alphonso Hand’s in
brother of Mrs. Almon Gordon; 1 was at the
to house I ran as fast as possible after Peter.
Cross ex. I did not see Peter when I got there,
tire; was aroused by Bertha llarmon, J. N/h
nor heard his voice; if he had been going down to
1 went with Alphonso
daughter
depot crying fire think I should have heard him ; I Rand, on foot: met Anna and Eddy on the road,
thought he might be in house, and that’s why l near
of
the
woods; at gateway met
upper
edge
searched for him; did not see the trunk after dayFred Cates and Knott, coming away; went to
was close to John several
saw no

light;
blood

room; (hr
went thro*
sola where
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their preileecssors in tic matte
ami hitlamniahility. vet

substantiality

ho hear- of the ech-brated
riylit vi. w of twenty year-,
in uppwiraici ti
“trial" and put in an appeal mice at this I M in.
ami less haniiotiioii' aspect a their
-peak- himiml with a soldier's lrauknos.<
(apparently opportune) time and recogA “aval
I he capture of the steamer
Virgin u- and tiroty, than the uniform block -oft went
‘leal of trouble i-, exporieneed at tlie Asv- nizes “Roger." not hy the conventional the
e\eeution of those found on ami ponderous granite which -u umK I
summary
|
luin from the drunkenness
sohlier- strawberry mark but bv a brown mark l-oar l Jia\ e created
l ie tew build
great excitement, The so quickly to tic flamewhenever they \i-it the hennehee eitie-,- whieh long expo-ure after tla- shipwreck
as a rule, are not so tall a- t.lc old
brum! haste with which the men wcr* hut
ings,
and upon this subject the (leneral address- ’•i the Leila had left on the elaimant*ned it) deatli sends a shudder
through the land the increased width of most ot tin
brow.
1 Vrhap- the tmsi important ane- tile eoiti.r ..! tile hennehee
.Journal He
civilized world, and adds a dark page to streets makes the difference in height up
-werStu
given to the innumerable .j11.■ -ti<>:i
the bloody record of the Cuban revolt. jiear yet more marked, while the mam
of
the “big wigs" were the-, in r, latm
^
and sudden contrasts in the materia! I
m
<»in
pubii>h
paper a- «*ur ie-m of
1 he I nited States
government, the re- the facades still further disguise- tin
news, tin* conviction ami sentence of a
poor to the claimant's eonditiou from the time
!:nn< soldier, brought le-fm-c \<mr court-fur the
from Washington say, will make a familial avenues ,.f the di-tret
I
g!\
tie* Osprey picked him up o|V tin* lbre-ilian ports
crime of drunkenn''—
t
into the ease, and even the most supertcial description
thorough
I!-- left t liis Bonn in the morning, in hi- sober ! coast
investigation
until Australia was reached. 1 > 1;r i
w
he restored territorr,
uhl require rnori
scn-c-, hence le* must haw gotten drunk in a ;
do whatever the right
of American citicity where by law it is a crime to -ell liquor. ing this t rip “Sir Roger" x\ a tun re or !e>- zens
space than y. n would be willing to give,
It could not he determay demand
Why <1>> not your authorities begin with the
and many more words than your reader'
and
seller, if the law is to he vindicated? I could deratiged, though -peaking' el.-arly
mined that the Virginias was a legal prize
w ould 1c
likely to peruse Neither is
lie eonlounded j»l;u
-top the selling of rum in your town in a week, rationally at timeuntil alter a formal trial in a
necessary, for those who uv partioulai !x
ami
prize court
could your city marshal if public senti- one
im
with
and
wa~
gem-t
another,
illy
interested can find lull de-eiipt n- :u tli
lueiit would hear him out in it.
And until sieh
It docs not
she w a^
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matter,
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so

however:

>n

that

tie-

anomaly

i-

presented

of

law which may. in- ev aded with impiinitv, except in some instances. This i- a stale «>( affairs
calculated to bring all laws into c«•utempt. without in any considerable degree
-topping the
-ale of liquor 01 of drunkeuncs>. The' only
lies
a
in
license
law.
ft
remedy
-tringvnt
would then he for the interest of the licenced
-ellrr to .-uppre-s all irregular traffic, ami he
should he deprived of liis license if he sell to a
drunkard, or to any one else.after being requested not to do s). Thi- i- the only
way of controlling tin givat «-\il. it camiui he -lopped, ami
lie who says ii can lie, deceive.- himself, and i-.
•m uuw itiing
enemy to retbrin.
I
W U. >. Til. ion.
I ogus. \ ... .mi., is;.;.
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Failure
(

ofBueksport

R. R. Contractor.

oi.

(Iowan eontiacted to build the
Buck.sport mid Bangor Knilway, eighteen
mil(‘- long, tor .<MHi.<>no.
p was spcciiicd
in the eontrael that he was not
to

only

Ad of ihicertain a- t'«> 'kite- and e\,aitthe wltne-- Louie at!ribmithe elteei-

of-lin-troke, w hieh lheer\, in pla.ee of no
better is tolerably plausible X \\ whet her
the facts the- elicited .tfe -uliiejent to

satisty

the

i'tdgi

that

s

pm-cut sir

the

Roger i- the **onl\ an«! original •<ne. >r
whetlior they may not de-ire -ome one to
i Kill It*

Illrutin

oil. Tlir
I ntii tin-

writ

ft

trial

IKK

I.,'

ini

present

is

denly
oil

llte

revived lnemorie
side to

one

testily

wiil lie lin.itojil
that tin- claimant

complex* the road-lu*d for tliis sum, but
is Tiehltorne and lire ver-u, wiiile tin1
bridges, except at Bangor, ledgoeiitting, efe., and to lay iron, which was opposing1 eotutsel u ill livings on nurses and
furnished by litecompany. When the con- landlords without iiunilier to swear that In-

tiiouglit

entirely

finished, except the
cuttings, and two
miles of iron were laid.
At tJiis time
Colonel (Iowan met the sub-contractors,
them
thirty-throe per cent., and left
paid
for Boston to raise*
money. The. company
loseby his failure to lultill bis
nothing
eon tract.
From every payment made to
them they deducted ten
per cent as security
that the contract would be carried out, and
the sum due Colonel Gowan now in their
hands amounts to .-$80,000.
Those who
will lose are the sub-contractors.
I'nilcr
(In- eontrael the road was to have been
finished by December f. Xo more work
will be done this year, but the
company
w ill
probably sub-let the remainder of the
work early in the spring.
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Journal's account, of the rail that
of the capita! recently made-
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beau

Ii wits getting along toward- niin1 oYlo.-k,
when the young ladv inquired the time of vetting. “Five minute- to nine," was the replv.
“How long will it titke volt to go homey" -Five
minutes. I should judge," 'was the reply.
“Then." said the young ladv. "ii vou start now
yon will get home just at nine o'clock!"
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well

reducing
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they have just taken what, stamps
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plan of paving live
oacli applicant tor it is
working like a VwCtleof hop veasl. ,\t hist
aee.oimts g.-JOT eiti/.ens of the republic had
called for their shares, leaving :l!t,!i{»7.7;>:5
dollars
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—We recently published a statement of
tlte shipping built in litis district
during
I he I hues says
Wo now have the reward of
Mills, a young man the year.
George
employed as a brakeman on a freight train of
enterprise in seeitig it extensively copied
the Eastern railroad, on Wednesday
night re- and credited to the
■eivod a severe rap from an overhead
Rockland Gazette.
bridge.
Near South Berwick he was
standing upon the
top of a car when he. was struck in the head by
low bridge and knocked senseless. Fortunately he was thrown in such a position that he did
not roll off the ears, and on
regaining consciousness lie succeeded in
working his wav to a uoint
where lie could obtain assistance. ‘He had a
severe gash CUt* in his head.

i'o,

investigation
preAmerican vessel, and everv
board entitled to the protection

an

litfi id
V y ear ago 11 u-\ were all prcreasoning.
(witnesses) will ci1:isr |)i.in trunliltug ami dieting that demoeralic success would protin1 weary (justices) are at re-t. Thru the duce a business revulsion.
Now they are
siege will rei>|k• ii, alii! for tile next decade predicting that ihe existing bu-iia-s- and
a Hood of
shipwrecked sailor- witit sud- tinam ial Irouldes iiave prmltn ed ilemo-

also all

tract was made, q was
there was
I
1 but, little ledge, but as it turns out there
is considerable.
A little more than tw o
weeks ago the eighteen miles were

person
"f our

I (Vi 1.1 i 1

11 f< ,}>j I.
November liir wicked

at

.-'tunuhly

polite literature,

uau>

thin even when
small district.

painfully

one

to the

distinguished
«*

■.!>.".

spread

proHe

over

.Mr. Guernsey, city editor of the liangor
(’ounnereial, is plucky as well as brilliant.
This is the way lie pays his respects to
bullies—
Threats ol'personal violence will ‘have not
the slightest effect on the intentions of the local
editor of this journal to expose the “ways that
are dark and the tricks Hint are vain” of Professors of Three Card Monte.
Certainly the rewards of the profession ought to compensate
the operators for a little unpleasant notoriety.
There are games that two can play at.
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don't scare worth

a

cent

press of this eit \.
>1 model
<Inc poouliarii
mildiug
prominently exhibited du>ui g the last .e
in the eotistrueliou
the new ditiee-, ifhc great gain ai'Ceinplished ot late is
labor-saving contrivance-. Hie oeeuputh>n
of the lmii-carrier i- almost gone, hi
place being now lilh-d by an endless chain
ladder, propelled by man. horse or steam
power, and which carries the lirieks amt
mortar to the men aloft w ho ‘-do all tic
work, at tin -ante time returning tie
empty hods. Then tile derrick has oxer.- see
a most important function, both in clearing
away the debri' and in raising tie- h.-;v\
blocks of the different kinds ot 'tone, etc
to their positions in tlie new structures ; th i
part of the city for a long time looking
like the haven of an immense fleet of tide
or wind bound craft : and where all th.
derricks came from seems as great a conundrum as that unsolved problem :e ;where all the pins go to. There are many
other ingenious devices to be seen, hut I
will spare you tr.uu further infliction n
garbing the burnt district, except to -ay
that the public, observance of the day me
shorn of all ostentation, the City (..o. rnment merely taking a walk through tin
rehabilitate.! streets, after listening to a
summarized report from the inspector ot
buildings, Mr. David Chamberlain, whi
with Colonel A 1* Ko< kw.-i. and I nnolliy
T. Saw\ er, is nominated on the new Board
of I'ire Commissioners; and the Mayor icongratulated on all hands on the eminent
Iv happy ehoiee be has made in the incumbents of the newly created positions.
And now that 1 have taken so ninth
space -*11 thoughts suggested by this mini
\ ersarv,
1 shall be obliged to close rather
abruptly But I must tell you of a new
['base of the bard-times discussion, which
is the theme
jirtr txcellenec, here as elsewhere.
In conversation with a lady the
other day upon the engrossing topic, say
she, “Why, John (her husband; an engraver, by the way) hasn't had but two
eollin plates to do this fall. Mr. Jones and
Mr. .Smith (undertakers) say s they never
knew business so dull at this season, when
it is almost always lirst-rate, von know :
and the doctors say there are hardly any
fevers, and you know we usually have lots
\\ hat we are
at this time of the y ear.
all going to do before spring, is move than
1 can make out
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anil Business News.

The Mi rritnae Halt 'ompany oi'Salisbu ry
have shut down For tlie month "I N’ovcni-

her.
Factories in Westport. Conn., have re• litecil their
l’oree.are running on short time,
anil will probably shut down soon.
File Amesliurv wollen mills eonimeueed
The
running on one-half time Friday.
Salisbury mills are running on three-,juartep's time.

All the heav y manut'aetories in I atniton,
Mass., are running on short time and reduced wages, eveepting the Fugs limv oj
lteed & Barton, silver works
At Valley 1 alls. If
I.. the Abbott Hum
t 'i
mipany's mills have stopped, and wages
in tlie Valley 1 all ( 'ont patty's mills will be
ten per cent Jess on and after the llitli inst
In Norwalk, Conn., there is almost eomThe straw
plete stagnation of business.
and other hat business, employing many
hands, is nearly suspended. One lint establishment. employing- usually .Viu hands,
lets now hut To.
Numbers of the foreign population el
Fall lliver. are making arrangements to
return to Kurope on aec tint of the dull
time.-.

The.Manehester, N il.. I’rint Works will
do

no

111! December Jirst.
t
are tints out
Fbe mil Is bate shut down this week,
is understood will run Ibnr day- a

more

About li\
work.
and it

<>

printing

bundl ed people

week hereafter.
In many mamitaelurie- of Springfield.
Mas-., there is (lie usual eutting down ol
hour- and pay. The envelope, paper collar
and other paper Factories an reducing
Is tirFlic Fluted States Armory- and
Weston's tin-anus an- increasing their
works.
I hn i- :uv n\ it Iw'cniy-ht e cotton nulls
-a l In- Stall' "I' Mary land, si \' im of which,
employing aln-iit li.nno hands, arc located
All are somewhat paranear Baltimore.
lyzed. smile are working only halftime,

though but one. the Laurel Manufacturing
Company. ou the l’attixent river, lias entirely suspended operation*. The woolen

mills, lour in number, are not so much affected as the cotton mills.
Two hundred and thirty men were discharged this week from the lumber yards
in Breen i’oiut, I I
<>ne hundred labor< >in
ers were discharged at Long Island.
hundred cabinet ^takers were discharged
in Brooklyn, Tour hundred men from ilie
Brookly n Buy Works and three hundred
from the I’to-peei Lark improvements.
1'lie Kubbcr Comb Factory at ('ollegi
IViint. L. I have reduced their lime to four

of
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Extant!

The survivors after a painful experience of
over lour hours, .succeeded
in reaching
port about 11 o'clock.
It is -ta.cil that the accident was caused
by tin In -iking of tile walking beam, the
fore par of w hieli fell on several barrels

of-pirits -tored on deck, busting them
causing lire It is the intention of
the Company to prosecute the pilot and

‘ihinty it has attained. It i- a sure and effect i\ e rein
•■d>. it i- -old in almost every country in the world,
and i- becoming more and more popular <
very war.
It* healing properties have been fully tested, all
over the world, and it m ed> only to hi known to be
I-*'- sure \.»u buy none but the genuine, man
1"
niactnred
i,

mid
tin

men

burning

of (he first
s(eamcr, for
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by
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When
lie- Kennebec and Portland Railroad was
built-, the cities and towns along its line
from Rath to Augusta, loaned their credit
to aid i:i it's construction to the extent of
ssimi,tmo and issued bonds to that amount,
riie-e bnnd' have just matured, and on
I’m-sday last were fully paid and redeemed by the Maine ( enlral. which obtained possession of the Portland and Kennebec by lease some two years ago.
Thi
is claimed to be the lir-t instance of the
redemption of any ol this class of bond-* in
Maine, if not in New Kngland.
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an
other married pair.in lighting, and as u-ual
the female has the best of it.
My. Adam-, tinAmong

Experience

an

J'lii- elegant .-trainer
the extern route for
he uinhT about lie lir-t ..t Bcrernber.
She
Aili t»e ni.--«*d 'ei\ iiuich by the travelling
bv Hio-e towns on the coast
,1.. and :i!r,
„|ie Joiieli. I. Thi- >eat she lias carried
Itn

i.i

ii'.

v,

—

—

w n

f:

otii

11eight and pa--.ng.Ts than on :mv previn
and ha- paid her owner- a dividend
•I < i.iii per cent,
>hr has lost only two trips
"mil” tina-oii, and tiiough she has eneoun'■•d -one
jiretty bad weather, -he ha- carried
her p i— Kug« r< through safely.
It i- no
a

•*

"t

"id"

M»at

"

«

-nrpri-K that she is

m

i..

tound

a more

-o

popular, for oil

obliging and gent

le-

nd) -c? ot' oiliffi*-1ban those of the IJichrnond,
iiui'i'*!) Herald.
\\

•! in

.-

gl »d to endorse ibe above.
.-very w ord of it
are

f

Il is

atally Hiirn&d,

IImi kumi. \o\. 7.
Yesterday noon a
tie girl named Wakoly. seven years of
ig. an inmate of (lie city alms-house,
u
iile playing about a lire that had been
built in a lield to d« stroy tin; stubble,

caught her dress on tire, burning every
particle ot clothing she had on to a cinder.

Her person was burned in a shocking
that large pieces oi tlesh came
from her bodv while her burns were
She lindressed bv the city physician.
gered in fearful agony till this morning,
•vhen death put an end to her suffering.
manner, so

Mar/riM.A ri\(;

Look liere, >quare,
book said to Mr. (piimby.
can yam let tin* have that little sum o* money:”
John at once began to make liis linger* tly
•*

What,*" -ai*l tin* deposamong a pile of MIL..
<
arc ye go in* to pay it?"
itor.
'ertainly
was tin* reply.
“"Well, if ye be. an yer all
right, I don't want it," ami Inking the book Inman-lied out. Confidence is everything. A* a
matter of fact the Savings Hank has paid every
cheek presented over it- counter, and w ill continue to. It i- carefully managed by the most
prudent and cautious men among u-. and i- a*•

••

**

as

any institution

can

be.

A guest at tin*
Alton* v (inosT.
American House vend- us tin* following;
When in my early boyhood. my grandmother
used of an evening, to tell of witelie* and liaunl•*d bouses till I would cling closely to her for
protection from the hobgoblins there Were real
ghost-: but I lia«l supposed they had all vanish'd into thin air. never to take shape again, till
last night, when they returned to disturb the
«|tiiei Sabbath e\» at ihe American House.
Sitiing in iny room -looking my cigar and
la/ily watching the \aried shape of the burning
embers in my open tire, a shriek from below
stairs started me to my feet. In a moment the
house was in confusion and I rushed below to
ascertain the cause. I soon learned that grandmother’s stories had been remembered and told
during the evening bv the waiter-girls and
kitchen-mains who were huddled about the
kitchen fire till the lace of a ghost uus seen at
the window. Never before since the time of
Hamlet's father has a ghost been known to
speak. lint this one did more, it rapped upon
the window so loud as to throw them all out of
tla ir chairs upon the tloor, where two of them
fell in a swoon and medical aid was required t->
restore them to consciousness.
In consequence of this spirit-rapping, the
force in the kitchen and dining room is to-day
reduced, but through the efforts of the gentlemanly landlord, Mr. Tucker, and his good lady,
who seem to be equal to any emergency, the
guests of the house will suffer nothing from the
obtrusion of liis eiiostship. It is also due to
the polite clerk, Jjr, Charles C. Clark, to say
that the guests owe much t<, him for their comfort.
a Guest
AM.

recover for a
fendants elaimed
Verdict for pltf.

>41.no. Devalued
that they had paid for it.
IJoyle for pi if. Ahhotl for
at

dells.
state vs. Isaac \Y Lara bee. Arson,for burning
barn ol'Oeorge Holmes in Frankfort, last April.
i he prosecution relied upon a confession made

30 Years at the Old Stand,

#(«
oi

rneiunaiMil,

after 1

1 he wicked
Bangor Coiamerehtl makes
his comment on a very serious matter:
The probable reason for the present low
price of mink skins is that since the Warren
murder there has been a popular prejudice

against

all varieties of mink.

often
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look
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Bank Vault and steel work, of best qual2ml2*
ity, made to order,
ton.

12 Samples by mail, 50 cts,.retail quick for #10.
R. L. WOLCOTT. 1st Chatham Sq„ N. Y.
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Bamboo Rous,

Big Stock.
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Java and Rio Coffee, to be
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See How it is Your sell.

NEW CIDER EVERY DAY !

SELLING AT LOW PRICES,

NEWS.
~

or

BELFAST;

\ 1:i-t \ i i

>.

Meruit Patterson, l5ostt.li: s >
Hay McFarland, New N ork ; I! I W. llman. Vt.rrill.
do; I' a nnje & Ijljtli Marth-tt, Ellsworth; Herald
Hod-alt.n, dockland. dam Haskell New N ork
Sell

in'll

y\l LKI>.
No\

>rhs Harl. ( 'imninghum, Hanvt r> < aiimo.
Abh\ Hah, \\e.-t. Moston.
1".
SHis <leu M'Ferguson. Ferguson. Newport:
Famine & 1A lit li. Martlet:, Mondtmt.

Peachy. Lynn,

L.u x« m;n
\t Waldoboro, Ith inst, by \ storer
iN Son, a schr ol .'»nn toil'-;, named "dohu Procter,”
owned by < & d !• Maker and others of Moston. Sinis to he com man thd by < ’apt I (i 1 )oa ue, Jr, of liar
wichport. ~Ma--\ for thirteen ear-mu.-ter of-a h .1
W Allen.
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Thursday Evening,
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13th,
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“The True and False in Hnman Character.”
ADm«IION

25
Lecture

A: SOX,
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FURNITURE!

F. A. FOLLiriTs.
Belfast, Maine.
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Kind"!
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B. F. WELLS.
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D. BUGBEE & CO.

BOOK SELLERS IVT JLTTRES

Signs, Show-cards, Etc.
58 MAIN STREET,
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Strangiings, Pains in the Side,
Loins, Hoadache, Dizzinoss and
General Weakness, Cured by less

N I

la mil

\
A
a

l\ I I I L i In d
I hi
ha
tia;. .<p«
which
will «-ll

I

M»

III. 1

!:' !
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1 >L 1 (;< X »l>>
11 L I.
!
d a lul! a -on lm-nt ..;
>.
lo\n -I ID.'ion pri.
V""i'-tm- an- In-'!! and ufe\er\ -hath-. .fcol,»r,
ad"' v. ho all ioi lie in
may l.< -tin-..flu in- -nil t-d.
\l-o a larti" -tock ol
p- iit-rii' lor hraidiuy. and a
iiachim-tor-tanipiii pa'Iern-. SIanij.inif done on
lion notice.
ID Mil K'liDHI
«»'d r. h ;;rai»h Ludd n_Sept.tr*
I
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Droppings in Throat, CUokings,

id

WORSTEDS AND BRAIDS,

i

FIELD & MATHEWS,
PhaeuixRow,
Il.i-l

■

i.;

».•;

1

Belfast.

i

>

••

-m u-,

BELFAST

<
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FOUNDRY

than Three Bottles of the

L A. PcGrE STOCK

CONSTITUTIONAL

CATARRH REMEDY;
J" Ml s>K-. 1.1 m.Kili.i.n X

•>..Proprietor- nfr.
stitntioual ('atarrh //• uirt/ii. Manchester. \. It
I resident Manchester, .V II
and pnviou-Iv ridded at ilenniker and am u nativ -of Wen re.’ : his
•"date.
I have had catarrh twenty live Mar- ever
since I was U* \ears old; had it had all the tin..
|>
run all that period, and night- ii would tiil
up and
drop down In my throat, causing a feeling ot li.*k
ing, so that I would spring up in bed to save mv.-eli
from strangulation.
It affected my head so that I
felt confused, and was troubled with -evert- ! adache at interval-, for a week at a time.
I also had
had pains in shoulders, back, and kidneys from
which 1 suffered immense!}. So had were fhe\. that
a > ear ago last summer 1 was
obliged to lie in hed
most of the time for three months.
I have tried all
kinds of .snutf and Catarrh remedies with no
par
ticular benefit, and consulted physicians.
I had a
hacking cough. I began to take .he funstilnti .ooi i
Catarrh Hin*"?.'/ last August. 1 h< mtn to grow het !
ter before finishing the first bottle.
I am now on the
third hot th
My ( atarrh is cured; mv liealth i- n
1 have no pains, aches, or
stored.
cough-. M*
" hole
system is made over new. I know it i- thimedicine that has rescind me from intense suffering
and almost the grave.
1 am now aide .o do tin
hardest work and hear the greatest exposure, and
feel that I cannot say too much in favor ni th*
siitHtioi>a! t'afa,
nau'//.
Mils. I., d.
i. \ \m.ps
Manchester, X. II., Feb. 1, Is* l.
I

am

years old. ha\

c

bad Catarrh

ev

er
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1

1

Ware.
I

To

iii

iiihii'e and

Physicians

<

I

a

>

>>1

'O'.

>

ami

immediate relief.
Catarrh and all its attendant ev ils have left, Headache, Pains in Loins and Hack. Dizziness, |,.>ss ol
Appetite, and Hcneral Weakness. I.e-s than three
bottles of constitutional Catarrh Kemedy have cured
me.
I have not been so well since 1 can renumber
I feel as if I could not say too much for tin
as now.
medicine, or thank Hod too heartily that through it
instrumentality I have been restored to health.
MAKY M. A P.ltO I f,
No. 17 Manchester * •■rpui itioii
Manchester, X. If., Jan. ‘J7, 1-7
The above lady is my mother. 1 am a painter In
trade, and am a member of the ( ity < oundl of Man
Chester. F.verv word my mother states i- trite.
JACOB J. ABBOTT.

Hundreds of cases of a similar nature cured within
the last year. Snuffs and Lotions are only temporary
relief. The CONSTITUTION A L ( A l A KKII KF.MKl)l strikes at the root, builds up the constitution,
makes it new, and drives away atarrh and a’l dieases of the mucous membranes and their attendant
and aches, pertaining to head, back, shoulders,
kidneys, and throat.
Price SI per bottle. Sold by all
Druggist.-. \ Pam
phlct of 3^ pages, giving a Treatise on ( atarrh. and
containing innumerable cases of cures, sent v i:t
by addressing th** Proprietors,

at
in*l“
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Prop’r.

inform hi* lrieml* and 11»* public
y generally, that he ha- purclia.-ed, refitted and
*toeked the -ame throughout, and no pain* will be
loon in e\ crv re
spared to make it a lir-t chi*-*
*pect.
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J. C. THOMPSON S

-inee I

eighteen years old, an 1 headache all the time;
have sulfercd beyond description withrunning.it tie
nose, droppings in the. throat, choking- and -trail
Have tried any ijuautltv of ( atarrh Koine
glings
<Ucs, but have found m> relief till I tried your Con
stitutioual Catarrh Kemedy, six month-ago. I found

(»r||rr;i| (Hlll<ll\ A.‘ MlH’lmilSls

NEW PATTERNS!
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pains

SUBJECT:

Door1’ open at 7 o'clock.
7 45 o’clock.
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to order.
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good variety of 30 ZDA^ST^!

Family Flour
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Rockland. Nov. I. Air. ( onstant Rankin, aged
Os vcai-, ti months. II dav-.
Nov
g. infant son of
.lo in and Annie A Mali. Nov. !, I lia A!.. daught*
of the late Harrison and IJiza \.( ampbell, formerly
ol PitDIield, Ah- aged Id yi a' -, A month-, s days.
In So. Ihomaston. Nov.
infant daughter of John
air! Ahbie I (.ilhertson.
la I hoinaston, (let. g;. Mr-, '-ai ah.l. Prown, aged
:,oyears and g months.
■n
St. (ieorge, Nov. g. (ieo. \. feel,
agedv ear-.
In l nion, (let. g>th. John
-on of Air. and Mrs.
R ilii- Stone, aged
years.
In Tinmia-ton. (let. :
\Irii.m
l hut. aged sg
year.*, I months and g| dav-.
Ill Hope. • let. ’;s*h. Rufu- < a> w
;• d db v
months and J dav-.
hi Ka-i Pluehill. Nov.
eh- da \ I'.u:
r.ged
•-.! years.
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INSIDE OF

No 'Jib Fulton Street, .New York.

h,h,r
Do*.
(Ol-Huar/
ol It illb. fluid go/.
la Searsport. Nov. *th. Mr. .ioiin

sprains, swellings, caked breasts, scalds, burn*.

give
cern

N6w Stock of Fine
Single and
Double, Breech & Muzzle Load-

•!.

II!

^

PRICES

!

I >JEI).

p«i\'*

ONE HUNDRED OLD AND NEW SAFES
at E. R. Morse, 74 and 70 Sudbury street. Bos-

will

ing Shot Guns, Rifles, Revolvers,Cartridges,Powder Flasks.
Shot Pouches, Game Bags, Gun
Wads, Wad Cutt ers, Log Collars, Knives, Sporting & Blasting Powder, Shot & Caps,

Druggists and Chemists, and dialers in
1 w t
v Ft v t: ( t;
t
v Box.
lvlsp

pierce
a
In Kllsworth. Nov. gd, #1.. John li. < artei
(bland, and Mi" Alary K. 1 r- worgv a Kllsworth.
In Hancock, Nov. !, Mr. I'loma-D. Tracy ofllan
cock, and Mi-- I.aura K. Sinclair o1' (herryiield
In Sedgwick, Sept. Is. Mr. "• A. 'b.ait’t and A|i
< Jam !..
arter, both of s.
Ill Rockland, Nov. 1. .Mr Prank! >u
:. v i- iml
i[ lien A. Ripley, both of K
I A'inalhav i-n Nov
Mr. < .< o -o
pilling- ml
Air- A 'a-lia II. Norton. In th of \

|

A

Just give them

COME & SEE FOR YOURSELF

I
jnM iveeis 1 .1 a >|driuiid new >!oek <d ,; ,,
\ an* ti«of (inod> in liu line, .ml w ill i»e
nappy
P* <ln»\v' .Mistonun^ tin* NEW STYLKmH' \p.

BATCHELORjf

<alt rbcinn.caraeiic. Am., upon tlie human frame,
and of strains, spavin, galls, Am., upon animal'
in one year than have all other pretended rem-

C

Including

Invalid,

bustible that the fire could reach was
ed. Fifteen locomotives, six extra tenders
Castokia is more than a substitute for Casand two snow ploughs were destroyed, tor Oil. It is the only safe article in existence
'flic walls of the building are standing, but which is certain to assimilate the food, regulate
will probably soon be torn down and a the bowels, cure wind-colic and produce natural
It contains neither minerals, morphine
new round house built in West Springfield. sleep.
Children
or alcohol and is pleasant to take.
In view of salvage on engines and tenders, need not
lyIs
cry and mothers may rest.
the loss will not exceed $130,000. Vo insurance.

other
e 11.

no
m:

t'.l-p

iv

( orcn !
of opiates.

neuralgia,

£5, Main Street,

'

.-

BROWN’S

Thi- ithey will not cure.
-tron^ lan^naim, but it is inn
They have produced more cures

FOR

iii.l Twin.-!

DEFY COMPETITION.

MAN.

\

he burning. The defendant is a boy
about t\\'el\e years old. ami bad been recently
edies since the world began. They are counterhound to Jlolmes by the < »verseer> of the J'oor j
Cripple.**
irritant. all-healing pain relievers.
of Monroe, and claimed that hi- confession was
throw away their crutches, the lame walk,
extorted from him by threat-, .lury disagreed.
poisonous bites are rendered harmless and lie
Fogler. IJoyle.
wounded are h< aled without a scar. The rein
the
ea-e
of
decreed
Anna
was
A divorce
cipe is published around each bottle. The} mil
ever before sold, and they sell beM. Aim's v-. J. Frank Ames, of i.ineolnville, as no articles
cause they do just what they pretend to d<».
with custody of child to mother.
Those who now' sutler from rheumatism. )#dn
or swelling deserve to sutler if they will not list*
Mon* than
Centaur Liniment, white wrapper.
Railroad Property Burned.
1000 certificates of remarkable cures, including
runfrozen
chronic
rheumatism,
limbs,
gout,
Nemxoi u-n.li, Xoy. pi. As a locomotive
ning tumors. Am., have been received. AVe will
was
passing into the old round house ol the send
a circular containing certificates, the reBoston & Albany It. 1!. in this city, about cipe, Am., gratis, to any one requesting it. one
1 o'clock this morning, a gust-of wind blew bottle of yellow wrapper Centaur Liniment is
some coals from the tire-box into a pile of worth one hundred dollars for sweenied horses
.Stockand mules, or for screw-worm in
kindlings, which immediately caught tire, owners—these liniments are worthsheep.
your attenand before the firemen could get to work tion. No
family should be without them.
< >nly ••White
the whole building was in flames.
wrapper’for family use;’’ Yellow wrap‘>0
Sold by all Druggists.
two of the locomotives housed within its per for animals.
walls were got out, and everything com- cents per bottle: large bottles, $1.00. J. Ik
lim n- Ltosi: A Co., iW Broadway, New York.
soon

EVERY

de-troy Worms with otttinjury to the child, be
ing perfectly U 11J 11., and free from all coloring o
other injurious iugrein.-pts usually used in worm
preparat ions.
» l 1U Is Xc
Bl.oWX, Proprietors,

••

eow
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will
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’fo

BOOK

Rewari of irriof an
//o/e\>* Hom y of The Confessions
l/orr/i'iumf uml J'<ir is a sovereign. swift and
Published as a warning and for tin hem-lit ol' A oung
peerless remedy for coughs, cold'. sore throat, Men and others who still'er from Nervous
Debility,
dilliculty of breathing, and all bronchial ail- I-OSS (»P MANHOOD, etc., -applying the means
of
ments.
'There i- 110 other reliable antidote. selfcure. Written by one who cured himself alter
< rittentoifs. 7 Hth Avenue,
sold by all Drug- undergoing considerable quackery, am! -ear fn on
receiving a po t paid directed envelope.
gist'.
Sull'en n an- in\ ind to address the author.
Pike*'Toothache Drops cure ii t minute.
N YJ II AN 111 MAA P AIK.
A Vermont woman who recently followed
Pox li/.'.. Prooklyn, N. A
I'liildsp
the remains of her rather irregular husband to
HAIR DYE.
tin* grave, afterwards remarked that she had
one consolation—he knew now when* he
slept Thi- sph-ndid Hair Dye is tin* be-t in the world,
nights.
fhc only fi iiem | Perfect Dye.
Harmless, Reliable
and 1 n-tantaneous; no disappointment; no ritiicu
Till-: IIAI*I*1I-:>1 l>ist (>v 1:1; v «>i inr
Ions tints or unpleasant odor
Remedies the ill efV.vaki.sI', an infallible cure for Picks, a scien- fect' of
baddy* and wash'--. Produce- I.mmkhia
tific combination of poultice instrument and ATK1A a superb I’.I.ACK on Nati kai, if;mv\, and
medicine, endorsed by physicians of all school', leav es tIn- hair 11 \x -m
\nu iii.A’ rm,
The
Putchelor. sold I v all Drugdiscovered by Di:. sii.siikk, a regular physi- genuine signed W
cian. and used .successfully in thousands of gists.
* H AS. P \ |(
IIKLOR Prop.. \ A
eases.
Sufferers who have tried everything else lyl‘.»'p
in vain will lind instant relief and permanent
Jt is regarded by medical men as the
cure.
MARRIED.
greatest nl modern discoveries, and pronounced
infallible. Price si.On. Sent free by mail on
In tin- city, at *.lie pat-onag-. Nov. e. bv lb v. 1 >.
■>!
p;
Walker
<!..
New
price.
Depot,
receipt
N Ptter, Wm. Pa -ick of Wai-.o. and AI i
l.i/./ie \.
York.
of pclmoni

tating potior.' and

CIiEAH IT OUT

W hich will bo sold, Wholesale
or Retail, at
prices that will
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AND ARE GOING TO

<
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The editor of tin Huntsville. Mo.. Herald
pops the question in lii' paper in thi' public
fashion: ‘*Tlieiv\s ;t certain girl in thi' town
w ho can carry our 'moke-house
key' for life ii
.'lie'll only say tin* word.”

lyr. " liipl'iuif Paper. Pap. r hags

A

Bid S'l'Wk o\ IIW1>'

Chestnuts, Filberts, English Wa1
nuts, Pecans, Castanas, Shellbarks, Virginia and African
Peanuts, New Figs, Valencia Layer and Muscatel Raisins, Lemons & Oranges,

Old

i iii
'Mi.Mi
.il
i.ii--i-:. ..it ,-r.i.i I'm-:-.
I IB \ri(>N." a Medical Treat'-e oil the ('au.-e and
< nre o!
K\hau-t'd Vitality Ptematmv lifeline u
Man. Nerv o'.! and By. anil I )••!., lit ? ||v poehmidiu-.,
Jmpnt.-ii1',. '-j,.-rniatorrli.ea or s.mina! We|i;.-.--,
and all "tin
di-• -a-t
ari-ing trom the errors of
u
out h
th>- ;mii.-.i •t.oli- or excesses of mature
1 In
ach-d a. book for very man.
fliotl
year
sands liave beiii taught by this work tin trm wav
to health
iml iiuppim --.
It i- tin eln ape-i and
I*■ -t medical v.o-k evi
publi-hi d. am! the only one
w or !i r<
on thi- das
ot ill
ding. P.ioth edition,
rev ised, much cnlaiged, ilui.-trated, hound in beuutitul French cloth.
Bri-i only SI. Seir hmail,
post paid, on receipt ot' pri.Address pi; \ p,< H>V
MKDH'AI. INSTITl IF., No
»
Bulfmch street,
or hi
W. H. PAKKKK, Assistant
Boston. MasV B.
Tie author may be consulted on
lMi. -ician.
tin above a- well
all *li-• •:i-<• re.(Hiring .-kill and

for
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THEY HAVE

ton and New York.>

IR,A.Ivl CHASE

by Printers & Stationers everywhere.

CHILDREN

*•

n\io\p.

ithdr;

l«»f

Tr.m viAN Svia r.
This valuable medicine
h:i' been -dhmtly making its way into puhlii
the
numerous r-markable cim > it haby
perfoiancd. b' 'ingulai eilieaev i' owing to
tin protoxide of iron which in lhi> preparation
remains unchanged, and K tin* only form in
which this it a! clement of healthy blood nan
he 'll]iplled.
favor

S

Tobacco.

liver

experience.

Among iiic prisoners capiuron arc muwell-known insurgent chief liembetla,
wlm was repelled killed a few days ago. a
l»r«'iher of Cespodes, a son of l^ucsada,
Soiior Jesu- del Sol, and other important
-t.dion master, taking pity upon this poor downpersonages. The prisoners have all been
trodden, hen-pecked head of the chicken family, brought before a competent tribunal at
inserted a partition between them, and he now
Santiago and are now being tried as pirates.
reposes in peace. Adam- wi-ln that the o\\ nor There is great rejoicing in Havana over
the new
would take them awav.
11 a \ an a 7. The tribunal at Santiago
The lecture this evening (i:*ih.I in Jlayford de Cuba, before which the
prisoners cap11 all. i>y Prof. 1. ( Tuttle, of ob in, prom i-e- to tured on the
Virginius were brought, conbe a highly entertaining one.
the demned llerrabe, Verona, Pedro CespedeSubject
true and false in human character.
Although sia, Jesus del Sol and Ceneral Pyan to
death, and they were shot on the morning
new in the lecture held, lie hid- fair to win popular esteem and favor. Thi- i- w hat tie* Oxford of the ltlPinst.
Ni;w Y< 'UK. 7. (Jcneral liyan. reported
Democrat say- of him
"Are you very fond of novei>, Mr. Jones?*1,
shot at Havana with other Jiflibu>ter>, was
The speaker lias a rich, mellow voice. <i\r-r which
Very." resjlonded that interrogate-1 gentleman.
a
31 r. Tuttle'.- analysis ot
noted eccentric character ot this city, who
he has perfect command.
w i-hed to he thought hv tile
lady questioncharacter w as discriminating and just.
111- illustra
lie had been engaged in several similar er fond of literature.
Have you,” continued
tions were apt and forcible.
The lecture op tin
ile wa- a the lady. ••ever read *Ten 'Thousand a Year?*”
whole was a ran* specimen of rhetorical graft and
undertakings successfully.
No, madam. 1 never read that number in all
earnest thought and wa- highly complinn-uf«-d h\
(Jeneral in the Cuban army, and was once
those who heard it.
connected with the newspapers here, and my life.”
( >t 1 aw a. (>\ 1 Aim *. Nov.
1S7I
The report going the rounds of the paper- some three weeks since was arrested for
Mv Di yK Sik:
We have much pleasure in
released
but
was
a
bail
bond,
giving the imprt ->ion that Judge Dickerson forfeiting
informing you of a large demand for your Comin time to take passage in the steamer pound Syrup of Hypophosphites. and we hear
discharged the second jury last week for im- ju-t
Atlas, with -juile a. number of ( ubans for excellent account' ir-'in those who use it. Some
in
conduct
tin*
is
not
room,
<piitc
proper
jury
Nassau, wln-re they joined J he party outlie of our physicians who are acquainted with its
<'.orreel.
The judge did reprimand the jury for
valuable properties consider it a most reliable
Virginius.
medicine; so it R fast becoming as popular in
levity and imise in their room, wliile considerthis
part'd 111 Dominion a- with your own
ing the incendiary ease, but lie by no means
people.
t gave that a> a reason for the discharge. < >n the
<
H IM
lira OKI). The follow iilg are the roiiWishing you
cry 'iiceo^. we an* votn-' \erv
| contrary he stated that the term had already eludillg ease- previou- t<> th. temporary ad- respectfully. A. ( I HHS'Tl K A: CO., chemist*..
been a long one. aud he would exercise tin* dis- journment of last week :
To Mi:. Javm.s 1. ! 1 i.i.ow s. •'i. .lolin. N.li
cretion allow d by the -tatllte, and relieve them
Daniel lliggin- v>. Inhabitants of Morrill.
from further attendance. To discharge a whole An action to recover for the value of alior.se.
Centaur Liniments.
jurv lbr the misconduct of a few iip-mber*^ -aid to have been injured by endeavoring to
In*
would
unjust.
Tii. iv i- no pain w hidi the
draw a load over a bad place in the road in
Morrill, of w hieh injuries the horse died. Ver<ntnur Liniment- will not reSome funny incident* happen at our bank.- in
dict lbr deftAbbott for pill.. Fogler for d<l'i-.
lieve, i;o "’.veiling they \n ill not
these panicky Jinn -. A few day- ago a man
Oliver ltowen vs. Sophia Stephen.-on et al*
went into tin* Saving* Dank, and presenting hifrj -uImIuc. and no himcnev- which

sale

will !>•

a

i 1 \\ a s. Nov. .V
fhe follow ing particular- ol the capture of i!11• Virginiiis have been received
The
Tornado, which
from Santiago;
had been searching for tile Virginiiis since
In r attempted landing on tile south coast
of the island, came in sight of her at half
past two r. u on the :11st nit., amt immediately gat e chase. The lillibnster put on
all steam and made for damaiea. hoping
lind I'eliig. in British w aters. In her
tllight she threw overboard several horses
and 11-arl a portion of her cargo for fuel.
The Tornado caught up with her at ten
!•. m.. near the damaiea coast, and she surrendered with all oil board, not one of
w In mi e -caped.

W A 1ST T

‘Direc t from tho Manufacturers in Bos-

SPECTACLES,
| Musical Instruments &
Cutlery!

fwo Hundred Million.- have been
n-e.i within the pa-t ten years, w ithout complaint of ;
!"s- by Tag becoming detached.
Ml 1.xpres- Co’- !
ii"
them
dml7sp |

A

find the

can

Confectionery. Cigars,

Watches. JewBlry.fancy Goods,

lyi-p
of

Merchants & M anuiacturers
.will l>e-t in.-inri their .-lii]>jnent- tot heir
destination bv using
f> E if f I A O .f
A
(PATENT SHIPPING TAGS!

*•

DINSMORE & SON

-Of---

SH O I l\t

ia the Cnited States, and ha- been
vear- with never tailing safety and
by million- of motlier- and children, from
hie infant of one week old to the adult, h
correei- avidity of the stomach, relieve- wind colic,
regulat. the imvv e!-. and give- rest, health and com
fort to l"o! lie; and child. We believe it to be the
Be-t and Suiv-i Brin.-dv in the World, in all cases of
Idsl'.MI.in and DIAKKIPKA 1 N ( HI 1.1 >K lvN
whether it arise- from Defiling or from auv other
••
'•an
Full direction- for using will accompanc each
bottle.
None iietuiitie milethe facsimile of
(
U I i> N PI. B KINS i' on til. out id wrapper.
Sold by all Medicine dealer-.
l\!-p

__

Pwiytliinu'.

LAfiGEST AND BEST STOCK!
O A

l"suf

aAifl miyrni

Wo.

Buy

!n

There you
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HIRAM CHASE.

Winslow's? Soothing Syrup is the
prescription of "HO <dthc best Female I’iiv si
vian' and Nur-e-

i'

*t* PLEASE
meriran Hoe

New 1 ofk.

i.

druggist-.

Thirty Years’

ti we
the l.

DINSMORE & SON

ISTo. BO. IvTsun Street

'iv

-ah- by all

used for

de-i;.n- fur

u

Mrs.

addition to deaths and marriage',
the W i'ea.'sel. < h'acle 11:i- a department
headed di\*'!•• o-. tVi ‘in wiiieh the followIn

beautiful

ITlEs and PRiCEs.
fcsr\U gr*•*h|< warranted

I KT1S & BROWN.
No. gib I upon St re.
or

varieties

remedy

1'i-epared
i

DINSMORE & SON

larg*-

AT

Liniment

get able and all if. alim_

V.

EMPORIUM!

m

•'

.T-l-
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iii tin- world I'm the
ing
<
complaint-, vi/..
'ramps in tin |.:'mb- ami Momin
Pain
tlm
Stomach,
or
Bowel-,
side,
llheumu
uyh,
tisin in nil it- lorm-. Billions ( olic, Neuralgia, <‘hoi
e> a.
I»
mtery. < olds, Fresh Wound-. Burns, sore
Ihroat. Spinal Complaints, Sprains and Bruise-,
chills ami Fever.
For 1 uternal and F.xternal use.
It- operation is not only to n 1 ie\. tin? patient, but
•‘litirely remm <•- the cause of the •omplaint. It
penetrate' and pervade- the whole y.-iem, p .-toring
.dl it- part-, and ouickcning the
healthy a'-iioji
blood.

The

SPLENDID NEW STOCK !
never

and

Family

DINSMORE & SON

X Su\. i‘r..\ Mi-nee. IJ. |.

by all Dntggi-t-

to

IPOXalaETT'S

AND PATTERNS
before oiler. -1
tin- market, ju*d received from the Man
STYLES
in
<>f

The Household Panacea.

whieli lull the

leaving

orders.

day* per week.employing six hundred men

■

Rich Silver Ware!
tur. rs

j PAIN-KILLER!

ebpj»ed
F!
L\eter Mamifaeturing( ompany iv- ing
In WKe;i"et. < »| ! :t|. at (let. imn s. .!. »
pis,- ! duct'd tin- time ol running it' cotton mills by tin ii 111. .1 illll A. Petel '. Mlsail |\. l -iPnni
">
an aiiti'jUai iaii -:tpp<-r ;;l
: n .i',u
;i F.xeter.
V 11. to eight hour.' a day, and "t M iiiti lield, ti*inn Jacob K. Polsom.
\*-af(
*■>;:i;:'
tin \ <--t ry of ; !• ir
i:i low a !ia
»■ n
v.:idn-i
i*t <»t
lli
In \\ i'«-;i"i t. <>rt. :’.l, at Oct. term •>..!.<
l.y !ii. tidal \\;iVr. '"in!!‘< li on Wcdne-das rsenina. tIn- UMli. Al! live days a week, ill eonsci|Ueiiee of the
-.'.’l' lall. am;
p.-m-ral o' eriiaulinp ot hook' i'
d'-nomination-ar. cordially invited. A -oeiahl.- limes and liie alterations in theii mill, by tin Ihm. Jolm \. Peters, Harriet N. Jone1
il*
:7nhl
J-mk">ll flint v Treasurer tnkf'
of .Ictrci-'on. I'rmii William Jones.
st niiup' cipcrtaini.'n lit
nei-essitated by the erection of the new
ii.
'■Mi'- htor. lo- k. and nnmiauf
may !»•• cxpc-tcd. Tin
that s-jo,In WiscassM. N->\. I. at (Act. term is. J. <
tin
o!di-cl is in procure an amount tiiat sail! enable mill the pa si season No redm lion in w ages by ill" Hon. John A. Peters, flora S. (Hidden
J||
injliis k.- : til:
i
I
lie
same reduction in the hours
made
»i‘
Newcastle, from William < (Hidden.
Mi in to put tIn ii* church in
u
f>r tin •.--••and
a
"f labor Ini' been made at the mill in 1‘ittsv
\
on:'
aiiuiip io ikuipoi w if n eoiii- i. u<.- }■< v. sj-.rir._-.
I hey are try ing to get a
jury in New
'liehl which i' owned substantially by the
of
ok f_
iiimi In-r stepped upon Imr
York I" try Tweed, ami at last account'
Mr. Well- i- building a -torchon-, •;.*> i.»y
H
it- Ii. widen ua> undci In r h**11. i
line sloekholdcrs.
w i! ! 11 PI I ! 1 T llo'i. ill- til.- I *''.
!h
n tha
t ol Sa nf->rd'- wharf n
lit Is
tin* counsel of the accused and dudel'he ( oelieeo Mainifacturing < ompany
t.•!I• v.
*mp 1fdi’111
!y p:,ked i? up and Iff'. l*ui;t. Tin iniyr- im-iva- "I lui-iuc-- lo this In;- i'sued a circular to its I >o\ cr
opcralh es l»a\i'\\ !( having a jolly row ov er i.
il
a ti-tii
\.i:; p. iitlftnan in a harher
line dcimtnd1 -d more room. Tin- svharf i- -olid slating that although “tile I iines are out of
w i:
o.i^\■ tin a* arm, hut the t li if' |
; and siib-iantia! and the -bu-i-hou-i
rooms and
apod.
joint." and tho company can purchase
Pills. Portions and Pungencies.
; convenient—both built svith tin- excellent
a
ir--.a'
;m -n oiiifer I’inliip- w .-ni to
jud^- goods for printing, at considerably ie-s
< >n
rates than they themselves can mamifaet
tombstone a? Menday, Prussia, i- :rm-ni which Mr. \\"<• 11 > u-c- in mannixiimai
IMtfil. at Lewiston, to pet a pil l who Ii
'In
•-‘•filled the epitaph
>!ic dic'd of a corset.”
informed. was h -nt upon committinp >ui- i ai lui-in;
ture them, still they propose to stand by
«.f iln- >anford company.
j
'f.
Tin -lVi>
took lor in ehartfe ami eoi^ t.'-t
im
iheiv help, keeji their mills running on full
meet' witli wonderful siuvr>.> in
evnj In
t" tllf l-'. k up.
>l|. was sent lo tli
\ticiuion is call’ d to the ads crti-cmcnt --! <
tic
(
cure ot
aiinr and ( ancerous IIumor.
time, pay the usual wages, and only a.-k
•
.i'i i"i tliirtv d:i\
mi
l’lie popularily ot
Id 1 »as i
l ie app.-arauec o! Id ad. bottom up
No true woman will a-k a man right aficr
the o]u'iati\ is that I hey pract ice the st rietJhi. ii a o-.p.
'-in-mion-. j
-pif'-i- ;•
do,-hi oiu
hreakfa^t
what
oininnlx* will have for dinner .n* iu.-t
not in any
s relied uj
e-l economy in their work, so that the Ins-,
tin .1 aii-iiai
(
before dinner to put up a clothes line.
on tin- proprietor. f<*r < y svid alssas
!‘ und
if any. may be reduced to a minimum
I >at.i»u:
hoiin a
»uji: and !■•
-idc no and r. a.is Jbr mi-i,•.<•--— ILram,
T Tf It you don't want to disgust cver\hod\
■! a
r.
ill' lather took ii from | ri.uht
;■
with \our otfcii'ivc breath, cure v.mr Catarrh,
if. H" 'aid tile fotilellt' V. e
I ( ha-c lias a new stock ol -i 1 \ r svar of all
11s and bleu
upon wiiieh it depends, sdon reward is oiler, d
Capture of the Virgiulun.
ii -ihiiip t>nt ’i. '. .,:nl tiiat i!n inilimtme of 'imh
kinds, bridal and h"bd
rit'i
ni- anby the proprietor of I >r. Sage's Catarrh Remedy
urn
I im-1 v : -rnii 'll'.
Tim p
Tin Spaniards have at last caught the jdr a ca-c of ( atari'll which lie cannot cure,
ii
iloti.-n-cmcnf.
•
w Imr.
w
r<
i' sold l»\ druggist.*..
7m
’it. ami
if r-<
of
iif'tmn, prev-mL
• /• |
Virginiiis, about which
\ h
k J
1-dis- rebel steamer
A good natured -pin-t• r ii'cd to ho;M that
ill .J«»\\ p
It!
111. a. ! u
\ ’-red pro.-.-.-diijM
The
from :iii oi.i u;
upi -I there lias been 'o much contention.
>he al\\a\- had two ..I beaux: tliev \v< !"
i.i
•. niPM >'v;iii. p-marki np upon
wooden building in the r. ai of Tr.-:. Iss.-!! \
ithe
aeeomit
elbows.
following

|
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! SPECIAL

Lake Ontario, of the
burning
steamer Bavarian, while on the passage
Most
Medicine
from Hamilton to Toronto, Ca., Wedneswhieli
calamity 1840.
day evening. Nov. A, by
Over 30 Years,
i873.
fourteen lives were lost—
si\(
!■:
(i
mi:
iN
inoin (Tiox or
o'clock,
On Wednesday evening about
as the Barvarian was about midway bePEHRY
DAVIS’
tween Osliawa and Darlington, the crew
and passengers were horrified at the sound
of a lung report followed by smoke bursting from below. The fact that the v es-el
Mid alter thirty year-* trial. the-l’AIX-K ll.LKlf
was on fire was at once realized and a
liin; justly In; .>:ylt «t t!i" rrent medicine of the world.
seene of indescribable confusion followed,
Or there is no region ot' the globe into which it ha*
tin piliable condition of those on board
not found its way amt worn-where it ha* not been
the
the
distance
from
intensified
by
being
and highly pri mI
Moreover, there is no
There were largely
shore and the piercing cold.
elimate to which it ha not proved to be well adapted
four life boats, on board anil a rush was • or tin"
cure ofcon-iderabJe variety ofdi---ases; it imade to gel them. Two were successfully
admirably suited for every race. |> has lost none of
broken
and
one
was
the
fourth
launched,
it* good name bv repeated trials, but continue* to
The passengers
went adrift and was lost,
oecujiy a prominent position ineven medicine eln -t
crowded
the
into
were
panic stricken,
and i- -till receiving the nio-t
utnjualilieil testi
boats and pulled oft" for the shore, leaving menial* to its virtue*, from
person- of the highest
11 agonized human beings on board, three character and
responsibilitv. Physicians of the llr*t
of whom were ladies.
respocta.hility recommend it a-ume-i effectual pro
Had they gone after and got back the partition I'm- the extinction ot
not only
pain, h
boat which went adrift., all might have tin best remedy ever known for liruise-. ( .u-, Hums
been saved. (Treat blame is attached t" Xi. but for I *\'-entery or < liolera. or any sort of
tho-e who left the steamer in the manner b ovel complaint. ii s :1 remedy iiii'-urpasst d for effithey did, leaving the women to certain ciency and rapidity -.'faction. In the great cities ()|
India ami other hot climate-, it has become the
dent li.
The vc.s-i 1 burned w ill fearful rapidity, standard Medicine for all secli complaints, as well
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of dark sorrel Drew' horses of line
years old, stand 10 hands
hlnl»- weigh about, lo&i each, warranted
" * £■■■> sound and
kind, are afraid of nothing,stand
without tying, can trot in :$ 1-g together. A
very
desirable pair for family or business use. Will be
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given to Id father, who needed
ward hi land, and lie thought
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when iiia father became more forehanded,
he in turn would he able to assist him.
IF rar. embarked on a canal-boat for Mew
York, ami hi- subsequent trials and triumphs fund h a bright page in American
A
now paper history.
Franklin in his
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night
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Hi
subject was "The
Hv in ui Our Gii. ,' and he selected n»
•••..
t«-.v i.e- ."•‘•th v .-r e of the
chapter of
I :•• devil !•- gone out of tin
laughter, the reverend speaker lirs't
■jnsider.'i tie
true
meaning of the
text, star mg that the word devil was
a figure of speech.
Judas
was calk !
devil, which expressed his
.!• nwent
about doing
f.ypocri-y
g -od at.1 Ini i:ing till that were possessed
v t tii the
devil, which means healing till
vho were suffering from disease.
Atilir
'..t, was viewed as an
infringement of
;
lav s, and not as a dispensation of
ysProviden ■.. and after comparing our girls
itb tho.- of other counties it was claimed
that their degeneracy
began in the very
'.awn < f Lie. au<l continued through ail
ug processes of fashion anu into
married .id when a regular hospital i
nablisheu
Out-door exercise js indi-:
»
id health, and our American
•• "in
n fail ti • i ake the
proper amount. Imfood i another fruitful source of
prC'pi
the
disea:.id
present system of eduoalonal t ...aing k more hurtful to the girl
the hoy of the times. Boys are
than \
encouraged to take open air exercise,
while the girl.-, are slaves to vigorou- re
-trietions enforced in tin- name of pro
i rietv. The uneven weight of unneees,ar\
lottung, tight boots, murderous corset
ind heavy mad? of false hair were all coinanted on a productive of debilly. disease, and premature death. The showing
•1 medical statistics was made known, and
it was announced that £110,000,000 is anoially paid to 83,000 physicians to renun e
11-health. occasioned by a disregard of
tbe law- of life. Health is result of conditions. and not. the off-pring ot chance;
md in conclusion, the learned lecturer
appealed to theyoung ladies to understand
themselyc to resist all evil, to be chaste,
rharitabe modest, and
intelligent. The
discourse was heard throughout with
marked attention, and w as hill ot instruction. The next lecture will be delivered
next Sunday night, and the subject will be
Young Men of the Pa-t and Present."
’Baltimore Gazette.
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A splendid stock of these goods
have just been received, and as
there has been a break in the
prices of them we have secured
a
large lot just in time,
----

FLA2T2TELS.
Every grade in

stock at RE-

DUCED PRICES.
Shirt Flannels that were selling for 50c now
retailing for 40c. Flannels that
were sold for 17c now selling for
12 l-2c.

GENTS’ FLANNEL
For Underwear. A large assortment on hand Selling Cheap, and
the Uents would do well to examine our prices before purchasing elsewhere.
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5 GRIEVING

1.1. PERSONS wishing to pay their taxi- on or
before tin* loth day of August and reeoi\ «• I he
per cent, discount, can do so by calling on me at
the Assessor’s office, over the store <>1 Oakes Anvirr.
every W ednesday and Saturday afternoons bmw- n
2 and '/ o’clock, o’feaeh vve.-K.
i»amj:i i. Pin iiF.i;.
t 'olh-ctor of l'a\c
Belfast, July S, PC:.
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New Firm.
& ST1CKNEY dealers in Boots, Shoes
Stock & Findings, respectfully
and vicinity that

announce to the citizens of Belfast
are now prepared to give as
the above as can be had in the

good bargains in
and nope by
strict attention to business to merit a liberal share of
your patronage.
on

city,

calf-boots, sewed

pegged, made to order
short notice. Repairing neatly and promptly done.
No. 28, CUSTOM HOUSE SQUARE.
or

(Under Journal Office.)
E. L STICKNEY.
CATES, JR.,
Rejfast, May 27, 1873.
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HAS NFVER BEEN EQUALED,

Teaches practical piano playing
theoretical music thorough!/.

Darke's N«*w Method
C*
(NEWMETHOD) y
•) For
the Piano-Forte carried thVTC™
Atom —pupil by easy gradations to the
highest practical results.
fentfcjr Mall, Price, #8.7»*.
LEE Si. WALKER, S»JtiHaael,>liia,
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Patents
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TESTIMONIALS.
I regard Mr. I'.ddy as one «> 1 the in
caput*.■
and Miccessful practitioners with whom I have had
olliciul intercourse.
illABLL*- M A'sO.N, t .multi
-loner of Patents."
1 have no hesitation in assuring inventors thai
they cannot employ a luati more competent amt
trustworthy, atrd more capable of putting their ..j.
plications in a form to secure from them an eailand lav orahle consideration at the Patent Orthv
lpmi ni* p.i khi:,
Late ( ommissioner of PatentMr |{. II. I'.ddy has made for me over 'I'll I P 1 )
tor Patents, having been sucee-sini in
almost every case.
Such unmistakable proot ot
great talent and ability on his part, leads me to re
commend am. inventors to apply to 1dm to procure
their patents, as they may he sui* ot having the
most faithful attention he-towed <>u llu ir cases, and
i« HI S I' \<Hi AH |
at very reasonable charges."
Boston, .Ian. I l>.'d i'
••

applications
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stitution.
1 housands have been
changed
by the use of this remedy, from
weak, sickly, suffering creatures, to strong, healthy, and
happy men. and women ; and
invalids cannot reasonably hesitate to give it a trial.
See that each bottle Jtas PERUVIAN SYRUP blown in the glass.
SEIil W. (OWLE &

SONS, Proprietors,

Place,

DlUJtlOlSTS

Boston.

Belfast

tiEM KAI.I.Y.

Savings Bank.

NOW ns Tli K TIME TO DEPOSIT
‘A Penny Saved is

a

Penny Earned.''

POSI is made on or before the M ot any
mouth, will he placed upon interest even
nonth,(except May and November'! and the intere-t
‘omputed upon tlie same in dune and Peeember.
Deposits received dailv at the Banking Boom, from
Mo lv! A. M., and d to
P. M
Saiurdttvs from *• to
l'-’ A. M.
1 Al \<T., Pres't.
Jon\ II. Qt'lMHY, I r« aBelfast, .Inly I t, ’S.M.
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SAMUEL AVAUD it CO., Propr’a, Bouton

Salmon, Sliatl,
Hass A- Smell

WholeTicket8,$50. Coupons,(Tenths,i$5.
ELBEI

Nel

CROCKERY.
I

ilia's,

AI
Al.ARGI!

X best

quality ami lowest prices, nlwav■; in lock.
JRDERS FILLED AT .StlOK‘1 .Nol ir'l.. «;i\< us
call before

111
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COMMERCIAL ST..
Benton, Man:.

ASSiiRTMK.NT. SKL1.I.ING I.OW
A. P. MANSFIELD & CO S.,
l oot of .Main St.

deciding elsewhere.

H. & G. W. LORD,

CO.,
Y.

M

n kb \ \ i vi i:\-iyi; pi: a» n« i: ot
_/JL waul'' "I 1111: i> years. ••outium- t«> secure 1‘
tents in the
niteil Mate--; also ia (treat Britain
France, ami other foreign countries, caveats, spe.
iticatiuii-. Assignments, ami all paper- for Patents
executed tin reasonable terms, with despatch. Id
searches made to determine the \nlidit> and utilu
of Patents, of Invention-, and legal and other ad
vice rendered in all matters touching the -am.
Copies of the claim-of an\ patent lluni-hed by
mitting one dollar. A- -igutm-nt- i.o»rdrd in \\u-

FOLLOWS

Broadway, N.

i:i !:-.
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companied by debility or a tow
state of the system.
Being free
from Alcohol, in. any form, its
energizing effects are not followed by corresponding reaction. but are permanent, infusing strength, rigor, and new
iife into alt parts of the system,
and building up an Iron Con-

IVo. 1 Milton

or
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of

.nt mu-.

No. 7C State St.,

derful

ana

shirt Itn'-iilu.

Solicitor

This is the secret of the wonsuccess of this remedy in
curing Dyspepsia, layer Complaint, Dropsy, Chronic Diarrhoea, Boils, Xervous Affections,
Chills
and Fevers, Humors,
Loss of Constitutional Vigor,
Diseases of the Kidneys and
Bladder, Female Complaints,
and all diseases originating in
a bud state of the blood, or ac-

h-

XTING I D

lill TICKET! TOR *SOO.
For tickets or information, address
THOS. E. BRAMLETTE,
Agent Public Library Kentucky, Louisville, Ky.,
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it. N. I'l

repairing damages and waste,
searching out morbid secretions, and tearing nothing fur
disease to feed upon.
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richeil anil vitalized blood permeates every part of the body,
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LIST OF GIFTS:
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Own
Vitalizing
in the blood, and
“« thousand ills," simply

by Toning up,invigorating and
Vitalizing the System. The eu-
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issi i n. am,

ONE GRAND CASH GIFT.
.fffiu.uuu
ONE GRAND CASH GIFT.
100,000
UNI. GRAND CASH GIFT,
5o,u0o
ONE GRAND CASH GIFT,
35,000
ONE GRAND CASH GIFT,.17.500
lo CASH GIFTS *10,000
each,
100,000
30 CASH GIFTS
5,000 each,
150,000
.0 CASH GIFTS
1,000 each,
50,000
GIFTS
500 each,
10,000
.s0
loo CASH GIFTS
100 each,
10,000
150 CASH GIFTS
300 each,
15,000
3:>0 CASH GIFTS
300 each,
50,IKK)
32a CASH GIFTS
100 each,
32,500
11.000 CASH GIFTS
50 each,
550,000

J. C.
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of Nature's
Agent. Iron
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HINI.D HUT. IIMN HlHl
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* Hu* Hurt W hite Head, both
dry and ground in
.vr warrant
to be strictly
''uum'i
pure “id
bat tor linen*--. body and tlurabilitv. if D not mu
lapsed by any Head in the market, either foreign
\nu*riean.
Hv/*lii order to protect our-elv«». we ba\ adopti- our trade-mark an
eight pointed red star, with
1'bis D on every pack
corporate ,-eal in tin centre.
ti*e *»f ttur Pure Leadn.u..
mini.
witt. .* .t
1

ed Solution of the Protoxide of
Iron, is so combined as to hare
the character of an aliment, as
easily digested and assimilated
with the blood as the simplest
■food. It increases the quantity

$1,500,000
"III

II li

Dry and Ground in Oil.

MAKES THE WEAK STRONG,

12.000 Oasli Grifts!
A Ml U
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Boston Pure White Lead.
Shift l».

the :‘,did I>ecr inher
time to lose.

00,000

ii m: 1:1:1.x
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Office 22, 24 4. 2C Oliver Street,

cures

to said bankrupt, to him. or lor hi- u.-e. ami
the transfer of any property h\ him, are forbidden
by law. f hat a meet ing of the creditors of said bankrupt. to prove their debts ami choose one or more
assignees of his -late, will be held at a Court of
Hankruptey. lo be holden at ('ustoin House in p,e|.
fast, Ihtore Charles Hamlin, !'sq
l.’egister, on the
.‘"Hi da\ of Nov., \. D. is?:’., at two o’clock, I*. M.
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$5,000 n L i- ! I ve r.
2 Prices $1,000 oach in Greenbacks.
Six Prizes $500 eueti in Uiveubucls'
TEN PRIZES $100 EACH IN GREENBACKS.
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Will leave Kailroad Wharf. Portland, every fne<d>,.
and Friday evenings, at 1o o’clock, for Kockland
Castine, Deer Isle, .-vdgwirk. -South \A »-s; H uh
Alt Desert'1 Alilllu idge. .I.,m p"i't and Machiasp.*
Keturning will have Machia-port every Mondu.
and I hursday morning' at
o’clock, arriving
Portland same eveniu.-. connecting with the pie
man Night
train and early Ai -inm. I ruinItoston.
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COCOA NUT CAKES

Your Taxes for 1873.

Pay

Domestic Yarn Wanted

Hayford Block,
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PLUMMER.
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price paid for
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X, L, SUPER PHOSPHATE!
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v

Will leave Kailroad Wharf, Portland, even
Monday
and Friday evenings, at 10 o'clock, (corn
inencing \\ednesduv, April 1M for Ilaugor, touching
at Kockland, ( anuleu. i.iucolnville, P.elfa-t,
port, Sandy I’oinr, IJurk>po:t. Winterport uiid

t

A. Y E R1 S

.,

Dealer In
A large lot received. We sell
Provisions of all Kinds!
our best quality for 90c per lb., Including Beef, Pork, Land), Veal,
Poultry, &c., &e.
Vegetables in their season, Piekes, Relishes, (’amid
former price $1.25.
Provisions.

Stencil & Key
Mnrjrv
lYlUflErf I • hcek Outfits. Catalogues and fall
particular FRFF s \f. Spj.xcKit, 117 Hanover 8t.,
Boston.
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s
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BRADLEY’S

osi.v

l il

Hampden.
lieturning will leave Hanger every Vl.»nda>. \A .• 1
lie-day ami Friday mornings at ii o’clock, touchiua* the above named landing.',
arriving in Portland
at •"» o’loek, 1‘. M.
f or further particulars iu.ptirr
H enum ri-ia 1 -tr< e.
IP
& Sturdivant,

s* iati* \.
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fry if. it will cun* vou.
Mu ays procure larg** b*»nles' for severe eases.
Large
bottle-. sl.,o small bottle'
*1-.
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I.M 1*1.1,’ \ so\. Proprietors.
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G. W. BURGESS, Proprietor.
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for Sciatica, Rheumatism, .N rural
?-’ht. >pinal Complaint, Contracted
ords. Lam.Hack. sprains, &c.
It has cured cases given up !>\
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riilll. undersigned (laving bent appoint'd by the
I Hon. .Judge ol‘Probate lor the county of Waldo,
on the second Tuesday of October A. U] 187:i, commissioners to receive and examine the claims of
creditors against tin* estate of Warren C. Hadley
late of Jackson, in said county, deceased,represented
I ilh.«.s \\ i -11
t > inform his friiinl> and
insolvent, hereby give notice that six months from
\
fusto5imt> tlmt ho still oontinm-s to mnnnfai
date of this appointment are allowed to said credit
ors in which to present and prove their claims, and 1 tms and s* 21 at w Indi -do and ivtail < rai-kors Pilot,
1m. ( ak.
"hip and Soda P.n-ad, <>\ t.-r ( ra<k«
that they will be in session at the following places
ami (.ingerhrcad.
and times fur the purpose of receiving the same \i/.,
JtZ*j A a nr-w li-aturo I will hako
at the office of Oeo. I
Wallace in'Belfast, n *:ihl
county, on the ninth day of December 187J, at l.-n
o’clock A. M and on the fourteenth day of Vj.ril
187-A. at ten o'clock A• M. at the office aforesaid
•
I;
u,i P.i.-ad a
n-ual Sundav
v«iy afternoon.
.1 as<i.v Esri.
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for $1.50 now Groceries, Grocer's
Drugs, Crockery,
Cut Free of
Wooden Ware,
Pattern given
Ho< klitiul July 1 t, IS.";.- Cmr..'
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Rapidly
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Main anil Cross Sts,, Belfast.

corner of

R. Y. GRIE «£ GO.

<P 4 0 a day ijuaiaulad to Agents. Address G. M.
4)10 StT.i.jY.w &Co.,SSt. Paul 8t., Baltimore,Md.
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P.eg leave to inform tln-ir friend* and tin-public
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FOREIGN
FRUITS
TOBACCO AND CIGARS, WRAPPING

Stock, Fishermen’s Goods and
Groceries.
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XT- Ml-N, (.iris and Hoys wantW /T\l
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yV
American Jewelry, Book
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Steel, Blacksmith and Quarry
Outfits, Ship Chandlery, Carriage
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Very Cheap ! Cheaper
than ever. Cheaper than they can
be bought elsewhere.
CHEAPEST.

SECRET OF SUCCESS IN WALL
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kepi in a lir.-t class <ah>on
Hellas!, Dec. 71- hr.A
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PEERLESS DOMESTIC PAPER PATTERNS

BIiAtTKETS

jMt!ie 0\ 5,V Sewing fflachinci that feed*
• he Mink hacimard anil forward, or to
rigid unci left, a* the purchaser mar pro*
ler. Et liaii been greatly IHPBOVCD
A \ b snaPill lEI), and in far better
than any ItSackine in tlie market.
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GREAT DISCOVERY!
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ELMER SMALL. M. D.,

A

our

»•»d «i!l hereafter sell their
eltine for *M.». and other stvlea in
pro*

A married man who had ‘-tarried late
-.ith boon companions,” found his wife
waiting his return, in a high state of ner- «TJ3YCH0MAXCY. OR SOIII. CHARMING.”
How either sex may fascinate and gain the
X
vousness Said she, “Here Tve been wait- i
love and affections of any person
they choose, in
mg. and rocking iu^fce-ehair, till my head stantly. This Simple mentl acquirement all can
-pins around like a top'” “Jess so, wife, possess, free, by mail, for 25 cents: together with a
where Tve been, re-ponded he. “It's ill Marriage Guide, Egyptian Oracle, Dreams, Hints to
ftueer book. 100,000 sold. Address T.
the atmosphere’'
u II.I.IAM ft
CO., Publirherc. Philadelphia.
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Domestic Sowing Machine Co., New York.
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CAKES, CORN
CANDY, COCOANUTS, &C.
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liesjral, ia fact all in trument; in common
e»liu and t.uitiir it ring
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A. lb « \ lbl 1 11 re p. ct fulL inform
his numerous
friends and customers that lie i* still at t»hc old
II \ >\L<ni\. w lure he will alua\- be
-land.
ea.K low elcome all.
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BOSTON & LOWELL

to be, and the mellow noise of him who
practices the < oruei L-heard nil over the land. So
be m ini'te, in tlie ta-hitMi, and in
.-ea'Oii, and pur
dm-e the l>e-t soundinu

til,.

.liai.apolis

bought

terest at Six per Cent.

Last Baltimore street,

:t legation

He had read a great deal, and had a wonderful aptitude in statistics and dry figures.
W hile in the t ia/ette he wrote only two article- in tie -hape of communications, one
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l*:iltieilljtr III-;,
artificial I.. in.

Sanford’s Independent Line!

FURNISHING GOODS
“I all kiinl>. l’AJ'Ki; ( OLLAIJS, 10 cents a box
or three boxi-'for G cents, in all sizes and all the
other better gt ade of Collars, till II. L. LORD.

Dr. Folsom's Improved Dental Plates.

11 :i\
iu-t taken tin
1 *t premium at I he ! i.

i.

e

Gilds.

tl avenue, delivered last
end lecture ol his course to a

< er.W
-.

of our

Powell, pastor of the I'm-

1

_t

was

the lumen* Old Dunkard Church
: v.Lich is perforated with bulletviciiors to this field of contest
sdually cm it away as souvenirs,
mail pan of the original
k mains.
And this is Amietam!

<.

.'•*:

this

pas-ing his opinion on
printer, remarked that
inyeit rat." But brains
wil' v. i
and I toraee Greeley soon overf
inn tie
.la.iu erable impres-ions. Ho
u a
.,r in ided, a good talker, and worsted many a village politician in debate.

by

by which the process j-rendered much h m painfrn
and ted ion- than be I lie old met hod*.
1'. eth in*< t
ed in Kuhher or
••ilnloid l’.a
a; pei am
p;-, fcr.
11c ha- tile ei*untr\ rigid l«n t lie u-e T

subscriber oiler*
tin well known

CARTER’S

■ ■'

h

Also Trimmings fo correspond, which are being
manufactured to order
first-class workmen at as
low pries as the times will afford.
<1 i I F\<j attended to in all its branches by mv
si if.
I have also a line assortment of

LOMbARD,

-.

■

n

ml

-,T

cluding
MORRISONS DENTAL ENGINE!

r.

just
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<

-’'lay still l>. I'..mid at I he uid si ami of
Dr. Moore, cnrii'T of « imivh and
-^Ov. IT Spring Street
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all the late t
improved instruments f.m <»••• mi: noon teetli, in-
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VET!!

for >:iie at a l»ar
gain
Hotel, called the
MEDOMAK HOUSE dtuate.l in lids
illage, together with the Stable and out
jbitildings connected. Saiti House is in
good repair, delightfully and centrally located on tinhank of the Medoniak Kiver, containing :’.o room*,
w ell ai ranged for the comfort of guests.
\\ aldoboro
contains boon inhnbiNmt
t la natural ccnl re for t rude
oi lu surrounding towns, situated on the line of the
Knox
Lincoln lb It
daily communication with
IJotoii b\ rail. week I
o •mmun'.rat ion
with Porilatiil 11’. learner, atnl 1>* i.ig the «ml> Public 11,,use in
1 bii'llle* e*labli*lie.l. render-'
town, with a
this a Very (It
liable point for a hotel.
file I i\er\
Stable eonnecl«-d with the heii'>- is the only one in
tew n and no place in the >tati a thirds a better nppor
tunity to work a dozen teams. An\ person desiring
to engage in ilu- hotel busines* in in. it1 to call and
e\amin« the pit mi-,
«<r address
JOHN 11. MILL! lb or
.H>!1.\ I). .Mil.I 111;
ferm: oi -a!i will hi made
atK fact on to tin

Oils ami Varnishes!

Large

Air. Sterritt'
I ilvi
Ie- 1,

/

Successor to Dr. C. MOORE.

| HOTEL FOR SALE.

Highest
Hay

(]„•

>

of

S. Ii. DODGE.

DR. Or. P.

York,—especially

How it Louk-.,

Brook

DENTISTRY!

■

A

at

terns'.

replete

Dry

opened

.lust

WOOLKN (ioops ..t all

assortment of
found in a

an

grade’s, usually

FACTORY

Brook*, Si p!. 1.—11’.

The subscriber oilers for sale her
farm containing about loo acres
of land, with tlu* buildings tliere-'on, situated in the town of Soarsport, on tlie shore road leading from Belfast to
>earsport, about three miles from Belfast, and two
miles
from Searsport village. This farm lias no
superior as regards natural advantages in this vicinity- It lias a variety of good soils—is well watered—
lias a good li'bih!'. and shore
privilege—i.-, vvell wood
tl. and is suitably divided into
mowing, pasture and
tillage land. There are about So apple trees on tin
iarm.
lie- buildings are a one storehouse, Land
wood-shed connected, a burn lu feet square with
carriage and wood house joining. Will ubn sell a
substantial riding wagon, a working wagon, a good
harness, two sleighs and a plough.
For further information inquire of the subscriber
-m the premises.
s\i;\ll.) lUHSId.N.
1 :
Searsport, Sept... 1

Wholesale & Retail Dealers

large
Fancy
Country

VEST

1

A Valuable Farm for Sale!

W. Burkett & Co.

>

f>ale.

Call and See
a•good

C~Yy\

pros!
into tile same State a
per a
cumin boil :v. The roiuinisccncc thus allu.Ii 1; in (lit i-iet's history was called to
niiud
mil interview our reporter
laid v. i:b lli" \ 'iieralde Judge
Joseph M.
(Successors to
firi'll l l!:f e.iitnr ol tin Mrie Gazette, in
H. I.ano & Co.
wii'i
.Ji'ice Mi Greeley perfected his
I'.lin’.'. ledge i'l’::..' printer's art before going
to X’i v S ork
Judge Sterritt is slopping
with hi■: in-law. the
proprietor of the
Tin even! ol Horace GreeARE RECEIVING
j t'.iraid H a
lev's iv,'iv.it and employment by him had
!
In In..
.1 interi'sl imparled to it by a
r.-bu •■(. .•! lie t'iivumsiance. It was a bit
IN
i ter oid if.ii in the w inter of l.kllo when Mr.
‘Seri in eaiih into lli oiliee, and he saw sit
|
; ting
by the i :>■>!.• an illy-dressed lad, who
j w as ,_ndb e. a in w -paper and appeared to
i be absorbed in if contents.
Mr. Sterritt
j look hi trad at the case, and for a short
BY
i in■ in
mid w as heard except the cliekI ini f the
type in the composing stick.
Fancy &
Groceries,
I IVi 'iiilv. the strange youth laid down his
E
V
E
U
ft
Y
T
A M E H !
E
i,.
w
and,
Mr.
Sterritt,
j
paper,
approaching
! in<(illi i‘d if he w anted in engage any help,
at
tin
time
nine
;
stating that he worked in
printing office before. The lad added
that I bad worked in an oiliee in Vermont,
and fait he a add be w illing to work unSHIP CHANDLERY,
de
i-tnietii-i
Mr. sterritt, though want,; the time,
ii" a i fin,
-urvey i*d the apThis
is
with
pliew:' !> : a,- making reply. The towI headed, rncainh youth betore him was all the desirable shades and qualHARD W ARE!
d in an old suit which lie had ities for Fall and Winter
l poorly dr.
wear
i\n
Mis
and
sleeves
coat,
; oiugi
pants
h, 'i'l. and his shin -collar, of the
were !
eon re-1 cott-m, was without a necktie and
O R. O OI v IP Ft Y„
v. c,
firni'i!
We have been enabled to sealthough unconsciously
f
ill' we..rei, e /.< i'.i/ron.
Mr. Sterritt
cure a
assortment of
fiin11-1
eoii;ee|tire from the appearance
of ibe la.i that lie wa- a runaway appren- and
Goods
in JOB LOTS,
1
tli e an'1 ntvwei'ed the :ip]ilieanl that he did
so that
Traders
can se! not want any “help" just then, and the
1
cure
as
of
us
lad
iwed
himself
as in
out.
Tittle
did
trange
good bargains
<m
+■
Mi Sterritt ilik.k that lie turned away
Boston or New
from i*mpl >ymcm at Ids case the future
editor ol ill New Yorker, one of the pur- in Cottons, Prints, Crashes and
cash price paid tor
est literary .journals of the age. and the Flannels.
nder of iho New York Tribune.
and all kinds id' Country
viti inonght no more of the matMr.
Produce,
ti-r. 1'iti in
couple of weeks a farmer
tl'ien and inquired if lie wante.- ie i at if
We would say to the retail
ed a journeyman printer. From a descrip*■
tion the farmer gave of the applicant, Mr. trade that we have made a
Sterritt wa- ati lied that it, was the same Reduction on all
in Stock,
goods
vcium man who
applied for a position a and
arrived we are sellgoods
-h e: teia before.
On further inquiries
Wo have a full and line stock
at a SMALLER MARGIN
lie learned that the young man lie turned
that
we have
low (or
away, instead of being a runaway, was a of PROFIT than ever.
.-toady yonngman ot excellent habits, who
cash and shall sell for cash as
had recently worked in the printing office
low as the lowest.
e.'Air, Ite* .0 l.,«li. Having satisfied hims. If in r. nr.:-il
l
these points, he promised
We present as usual our celeme w uni. man
employment at the
e
e.a
lierae, Grcclcv at lirst was .subject- brated brand of
ed : unfavorable comment by his new aoqtiaiiiiaiu es. owing to his awkward and
nngainh appearance, tie boarded with the
W e have just received
N. H.
f. iitiih
i Air 'sterritt, and his wife wanted
to i.in'.vlie,
he picked tip <neh a "green
a cargo of Corn
per sell. T!. Leach
If :
wa-equally unfortunate
that we are selling as low as anv
in eupr
-in; pe ijde outside of the otliee
ui.li :i -en e I his real worth. Air AValkother dealer in the county.
Call
*■
ai
ii- time 1 ’r. —i.lent of the Constituand set* it.
tional < nvi ntion of Pennsylvania, then a
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FANCY GOODS.
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I many a .ear.
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XTew Goods!

mimioi!

I

Horse,

1

8 years old, 1 Top Buggy. 1
Irmn■Silver Mounted Harness, Lup itches. The
above will be sold together or singly.
(
n»l tmmii
For part iculars inquire of
1
H. L. KILGOKK, Belfast.
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FOR

SALE BY

G. W. BURKETT &00.
m-t

HAAFORD BLOCK, CHURCH ST
Belfast, Main

Molasses Cream
Made three time'

a

Candy

week at .MITCHELL'S

